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i Study this kind, la addition to library research, 
involves co-operation of © large- number of' inMM&uals m i  groups 
with the author*
Beans of participating colleges were patient and prompt ’ 
in filling out end- returning questionnaire forms, and the author 
extends to them his keen appreciation* He wishes, also, to aekrowl* _ 
edge the helpful encouragement of -the members and especially the 
chairman, Curtis Bishop, of Sub-Committee $©# 1 on Election and 
Guidance -of the State Department of Education1© idvtsory Committee 
on teaching in the Schools and Colleges of Virginia.
to M s  graduate degree committee. Bar*. G# H* Armasest 
(chairman), Br« 1* I"* Hoke, .ant frofessor loyal B. Imbrea, Jr», 
the author is fateful for helpful suggestions and criticisms. 
Special thanks are due President Charles $*, Smith, of Boaaoke Col** 
lege,, for his courtesy in granting the author necessary leave-of- 
absence from duties at that institution! Profeasor E« B* Broadwater 
for helpful suggestions in preparing the- questionnaire $. and Josephine 
Kitehio for her constant inspiration and her unstinting labors- in 
typing the manuscript*
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At this time Americim colleges t&m sever© tests of the!***
wibaiiby and usefulness* With the approach of war# enrollments have
■2dropped, seriously for the first time in a decade* largo gifts in 
money liar# decreased radically, and ©Mowmeni income is only a frac­
tion of bh# amount received in former days* 'for many institutions 
the preaent crisis may represent a mmei&QB threat to their very ‘exist- 
©neej for others it signals an evsm more hard-fought struggle for 
survival! to all it 'fringe 'home the necessity for administrative# ia*# 
siroebtoml, and. curricular changes to meet the changed conditions 
of mm- way of lift*
the Dean of Harvard* e drsdu&i© -School of Business Adtaittia* 
Nation* Dr* W* B# Bonham, hm this to say about the American College 
la 1942 and aftert
the price of m useful and successful life for the college is 
a bold policy of change and adaptation# skillfully designed to preserve 
the most significant contributions to our community life and to' strengthen 
the fields which appear most likely to be of service in the future# it 
is becoming increasingly clear that the job ahead of all. colleges# large 
and .email* is both more difficult and', more important than we '.have real* 
iced for the past two generations# M  the future only those Institu­
tions which understand the job can hope to command the support necessary
1# Mm  fear*©- Day, 1942*
£* 9*16 per cent drop for 1941*42 under 1940*41- in 669 approved, 
institutions* Annual survey by President Baymond Walters, University 
of Cincinnati, ^Statistics of Attendance in American Universities and 
Colleges, 1941,® Schpol and Bocletv# 07, Ho* 1407* December 13, 1941, 
539*
1
3
to effective survival•
In meeting the challenges of this present time# colleges 
have reason, as never before#. to re-evaluate their entire programs 
in terms of the needs of individual students# Becognltion of this 
fast by alert educators is .illustrated- by another qmtellon from 
Sr.* Bonhamf s article*
Our modem college groups 'are not so contented .as they 
used to he# they are toe detached from real things and frequently 
feel at loose ends# incertainty# loneliness# discontent# obsessive 
thinking, and neuroses afflict large numbers# particularly in the 
Mg. city colleges*.#####
In my Judgment our colleges are too- narrowly intellectual 
in their criteria#, t m  great a premium is placed. on memory# on 
verbal brilliance, on clsweraese# sometimes on stolid but uninspired 
hard m m k $  too- little on comman-eenee Judgment of men and things— ' 
on those qualities we find so hard to define but so easy to reeog~ 
nice#, qualities summed up- by such words' as ^ teamwork11 and ^leadership**
Evaluation, of college programs in terns- of student needs
calls for increased -emphasis on student personnel work of a high 
.order X& each institution and the use of sensible and scientific 
techniques in this work# the haphazard student personnel efforts 
characteristic of many of our institutions constitute a real weak-# 
ness in. a situation that demands the- utmost in institutional strength# 
Adequate student personnel programs will assume new and greater sig­
nificance as colleges adapt themselves to war and post-war service#
^tatem^ of Pux^qse
The fact that student personnel work is now of more vital 
importance than ever gives added timeliness to this study# for#
»'|'I#I. I.n;,.I, r!i#»'#i. # i'l *P,|«H»| !■,! I mil I. H^fH» ipmili . ■#».»#wthM».^i.lu|li).i .1 .lijil i. wii'inr
3# W* B# Bonham, "The College in a Changing World,**
Ho# HOD# January, 1942, P# 136*
4# Ibid#-.# p# 137*
3%# that of providing at'least a j^ rbiiif Inventory of 
some of the .major student personnel services offered in Virginia 
colleges in the session* the inventory purpose of tills
study is bbre#4foMf {!$■ to survey th# literature on ©bndomh par*- 
aonael work ami bring together in on© study for the benefit of 
Virginia educators mmm- of the test thought on the subjectj (2) to 
secure ami proa eat factual data o n student personnel practices la 
institutions .of the -State, -with special reference to general view- 
point, a^iimistratlwe co-ordination, ami- to the following service©i 
pre-ColXege guidance, admission of students, orientation, counsel­
ing service* group guidance, placement, health mmmlee# religions 
guidancej  C-3) to suggest some implications of the data in the light 
of authoritative thinking on the subject and the experience of other 
college groups#
Def inition of farms.2SS#* «SSeS pi%'
&mng those who discuss student personnel problems utter 
confusion reigns as to terminology# the term© 0guidance,« "vocational 
guidance.,-* ^educational guidance,11 "counseling,* "placement," "per-* 
sonnel work," "personnel point of view," and mm? others have been 
tossed, about by writer# and speaker# in * mm? to confuse both them* 
selves and their reader# and hearers# that these terms have been 
used synonymously, dlfferentiatingly, inclusively, and restriettvely, 
only adds to the- confusion#
hloyd-doaes and Smith%eXX the story of the' college president
5# lather HoyMone® and Margaret Euth Smith, Jk Student Personne 
ffroffrsm for. Higher Education# New fork, McOraw-Hlll Book Company, 1938, 
p*. 17#
4who recently told m  .educational group that la his -college they "had 
not gam In for any personnel tout they had a tohorooflly flue plan 
1 of eensisellag** Another college jareildeni is reported toy ite same 
authors to- support' a $&a&smeni office la tola Institution a M  to- con** 
Sider that to be an satire personnel program, ruling out all- -other 
services generally taught to- toe- jy^Med in the tmm*
the author of this study has no panacea for this confusion 
In iermlmelogr* It- is mentioned;, hmmor^ to' indicate tooth the dif** 
fieuliy ant the importance of Selecting the term indicative of -the 
scope of the study*
In surveying the literature -in the field under consider^ ** 
iion it sensed, to this writer that the term %tudeat persoimel1* mm  * 
used most often and most -appropriately in reference to programs in 
Institutions of higher education, *3ttidenec* is also often used to 
refer to work in colleges, tout it seems to the writer that .it is 
perhaps more frecptently used in regard- to work of this kind in. eeoe 
on&ary schools, these terms appear often to toe used synonymously In 
reference to a total program* the terms Vocational guidance,* %du~ 
e&tlen&X guidance,* ^personnel point of ulisw,* ^placement,* and ne©un*» 
e-eling* are less often used to indicate a total program* It would 
mmm erroneous to ■use them, to characterise total function, since their 
very wording implies a partial aspect of a whole .rather than a whole 
Itself#
tn this study the term Vtudeni personnel program* (work) 
is used to refer to the total personnel function in a college * .Otters 
of the terms mentioned above may-toe used, -tout when used they indicate
5of the 'total, personnel program and not the total' program itself#
^pdto^ .la the •
Many survey studies of guidance or pupil personnel programs'
Xm secondary schools 'hare been made* tut is the allege field,- a much
#TMi 1)^1 #1 #•>-Eirt « M t % «#« life#. <K# #•#"A*#*.*!-' «& !*•#. jt*i- -im t il' 'tf#'i' t Vt mir *1^ 'Aft if*#T,i'li#i>i Tm# rt 'itfl' If# ■#»-!■ ita ifi firi .A .^n. i-^ ^j- -^lsmaller number 01 survey studies is available for re*. area ce # Among
the- few that have- teen made- several are noteworthy# to B# Hopkins*^
mow president of Wabash College, reported in 1936 wh&t is considered
the first sysbemeMe collection of-data on and aj^raissl of student
personnel work to American institutions of higher learning# In 1916.
to H# Gardner*s^ extensive study of personnel work to £ifiy*s©ven
tostltutionB of the- Berth § Mitral Assoetoiion was published# In 193?
the Association^ using Gardner* s classification, prepared forms- for
gathering information on personnel activities to member toebi tuiions#-
3
the study results were reported bgr'W* 1# Haggerty and ju tf# Brumbaugh 
to the Berth Central Association Quarterly# the latest study avail­
able for reference %  the- writer to that by to. C* McCracken to 1939 
on student personnel services to Presbyterian colleges
toe two last motioned- studies have been of immeasurable 
value to the author of. the present survey .end they are referred to 
repeatedly#
liWI d<fjO^f^"W^nwinliitw V li^j»<tjLi Wji lite^iSinW^Tiiwpg^aw •^ '■eg»wCtyjea»WNrwWeWWMi^*iSWi->rti ji> ;i*»*i4|t#p«i^>i w i ■ ■»#»## r-ini riifwiri.ijn.wtiaipt i>.;■#■ |inwi# ■w>»t'it■ ri jneuei; ipwu^j |a^jinfilip,
6# l«# B# Hopkins, ^personnel 'procedure to Education,* Mncational 
1^9%$*, Supplement- 3# October , 1926#
7# to- H# Carrier, ^ tudept Bsrsoamel B^pvice# Chicago, University 
ef Chicago Press, 1936# ■
8* If# J* Haggerty .and A# 1* Brumbaugh, »?he Student to College and 
yiiiversity,* $prth %ntral, Assoctotipn. vol# tilt, no#, 4,
April, 1939, -tod voi# XI?, no# 2, October, 19:39#
9# C# 0* McCracken, Jk jSprvpr; p£ -Student Personnel Services to Fifty
AattttttaA Jito tot toitotom a o j i s  &£ tot ftailBS*
jaasteft S*mM to tot B U M  itolit t£ flMffi&gfc* Mtoeographsd to 2 volumes# 
(May be secured from the Prestyterian Board' of Christian Education,
822 Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia)
0lsBs 4 a £ . i s ® 8 ^
Chapter II of this study, which is a discussion of obtain 
major aspects of a total personnel program,, isctoviottely a combined 
product of research in the literature on the subject and experience 
by the. author in. the admissions phase of personnel adiidnietration* 
Preference in research was given publications of a comparatisaly 
recent date#
lata for Chapter III were drawn from a questionnaire sent 
to the deans of Virginia colleges*- the- questionnaire covered the 
following aspects of a personnel program* underlying purposes, admin­
istrative organisation of total progress prswiollege guidances admis­
sion of students| orientation of' students* counseling services group 
guidance through campus organisations j placement* and miscellaneous, 
Including health service and religious' guidance*
A valuable factor in securing data for this study was the 
co-operation of Subcommittee Ho* 1 on Election .and Guidance of the 
Virginia State Department of Education* a Advisory Committee on teach­
ing in the. Schools and Colleges of Virginia# Curtis Bishop, president 
Of Avsrebb College, .Danville, Virginia, is chairman of this committee* 
the author agreed to make available to the committee results of his 
research*
In Chapter If implications of the data on student personnel 
practices in- Virginia colleges are cited through reference 'to authori­
tative comment reported in Chapter II or through comparison with the 
practices of other college groups and with expert Judgments reported 
by the McCracken study on practices in Presbyterian and Berth Central
fAssociation colleges*
Materials pwmmM A in the kppm&$m are illustrative of 
what the author Relieves the hotter %pee of persoimel services of** 
fared tgp 'Virginia colleges* these materials were selected from & 
file of program^ orientation course omiidneSf view hook**
lets* student hcmdhooks* intelligence testa and mmy other- items 
kindly sent the author by deans and pm&iMntm of various iastituMonSt
ii
W M  IS G001 SftJDMf ITOSOIEStt BMStlCB?
In order to prowid© background for appraisal of factual 
data on .student personnel practices In Virginia oMXeg## to be $#9* 
seated .to Chapter Iff of this study* It seems essential to offer 
some discussion of toe general with which this -section is
entitled* What to good student personnel praetXee?
the- writer recognizes- that each person who trite# on- the 
#ufe|©Gh of personnel work to# a n e w  differing slightly from that 
of every other .person and-- that no *mtm pattern fan he prescribed* ( 
However, a rather- extensive review of current and recent comment 
on the subject to important to an understanding of toe personnel 
problems facing college administrators * Accordingly* toe writer 
presents m general Msouseion -of what are. considered good student 
personnel practices# covering the service# treated to  M s  student 
personnel questionnaire for firginia schools*
j^eyal foint^  of: View
Among educators- there to- infinite variety of point of view 
on student personnel work* Scholarly effort* are feeing made to do* 
fine the purposes and functions of this work* But confusion still 
reigns^eonfusion as to its nature# its- seep© and toe services it 
offers* In 1937 for toe first time a nationally representative group 
presented a statement on student personnel point of view*
X* American Council on Education*, the Stpdent Personnel Point of 
Washington, 0* C*, American Council on Education# -Studies to Edu** 
cation* Series X* no* 3* X937#M*
a
Perhaps this statement .Ims m m  soma seeds of unity, but they have not 
yet bom# fruit in the thinking of the large number of persona who 
write on this subject*
$ome’institutions look on student personnel work with sms**, 
pinion* considering it m  expensive frill* Others feel that- the 
services it implies are■outside toe- provisce of the college* Many 
colleges .subscribe to a philosophy of education which includes a to* 
dent personnel emphasis * but they have no adequate organization of 
services with which to achieve their goals*
But perhaps complete unity of point of view on student 
personnel- work is more than mm mm ask when there is no semblance -of 
unity among educational leader# on the broad, purposes of bigher edu- 
cation itself# It Is obvious that toe educational viewpoint subscribed 
to If* an institution necessarily determines to a large extent toe nature 
and scope of itb student personnel program*
those who consider student personnel work unnecessary might 
point for justification to Flexner1#- statement that secondary educa­
tion involves a responsibility of'-an intimate kind for the student# 
for the -subject .matter he studies# .-even for toe way in which he works#
lives# md conduct# himself-‘-for his maimer# M s  morals# and his mind#*
*  2  
but that the university has no such complicated pattern•»
Chicago* s President Hutchins# in many of hie writings# build#
a -tight intellectual fence around higher education*^
2m Abraham Flexner# Universities. American. Hutlish. German. Hew. 
fork# -Oxford University 'Press# 1930# j>p* 28*29# as 'quoted in hioyd.- 
tomes and Smith# 4  Student gro^PI tor B&gfasr Education.o. 4*
%  President Hutchins* views do not alter toe- fact SSt some onto 
-standi^ personnel advocates arm University 'of Chicago faculty -members.*
Typloal #tat#Mattt *V**th© university i« total loo tool# It It 
ghe£&y liA ©ompletely m-m X^it goworii 1 ©tooaMom w© may wisely
loam espe-rleae* to life and sot ©bout oar Jot of total leetu'&i imtow
II
tog*^: •*fiie thro© worst word# la ©due&tlom mm %©reoi*f
stiiftoottr*;1^  
from other ©(pally Otottogoishod Miioators wo taro a 
radioa|.Iy differemt point of view* Wrlston of B r M H  ia
am ©&©©ri©me© both individual and se&iali it la totelleetual*. pisyotoi
©&1* motional* spiritual# it ia a tiao for the m&tiw&ti<m of par# 
somsllty*11 towel! of Harvard* T&rtototl© roaokrod that m m  is hy 
mature a soetol amtoalf «&£ it i# la order to develop M #  pmmm as
.a ,;#ooiai hoitig to&t .Jfe#rtoati ©©lieges ©tttet* to© otjoot of %h© under* 
graduate dep&ri^ omt I# mot to proton© terni-tee* ®m% imprisoned to 
the mi%, of M e  emt imtailootoal .pvtmite# tat mom. fittot to tato 
■tte.tr fiaoo# to to© community and liv© to- ooataot with ttolf follow
fair a mat &u»fc®r of ©dueator#* Puf fu© state© the- oat# 
well to the tollc3Wimg deserfLptloa of the rise of a pefeois&el point 
of wie&t
too old patter© of oollogo education troto down a# mew 
titjoot#- force© their way tot© the ©urrieulus&i the result of this 
hreaMowm w&© a period of ©dwcatienal amarehy totoito it. heea&e
*• *• a.Hutchlna. j&g. ffi^ eg. „fe>igrt«.. M  . f^jF.lg».« Hew f c w ,
06m*# toto 'diversity rrees^ lsSs^ p*- llito 
H*. p *  TO#
«*. Jfefeefetos^  So £ri.i^ .l>: Isis&» St*i*«8<»* Onlwrstty of Chicago
fro#% lt$% p# it*
f*. H»- lt*'1Trts%©m# *f|*© Integrity of the Oollogo*^ School end 
iooiot^ m i t # »©* 11M* Ftornsry S* **&*» " *“" * —
el to towel I to V# H* towley* ^fht Ooltog# Ooaramtoo# £«&£«* 
tocM-om*1* toucatloml KeeaHU. 3CTi#'Io* 1* January* W M $. i?*4t*
II
&3jj0©% impossible for educators to agree m  the content or objectives 
of a milage course, sad in which educational ©tabard© were tfcreate&e& 
btoans# no on© could iofino them? the hekt step w&© an attempt to radue# 
education to mathematical wilts* tils attempt: fallal because it was 
found that wit©.,.- • hows, and credits 111' not and could not measure the 
students1 - achievement or present worth* and the 'current tendency Is 
toward the 'evaluation of the. individual student and the nee of that 
©valuation as a basis for hie further education* * ** *In almost every 
college worthy of 'the mmm some effort is being- mad# to break down 
mass education, to furnish Individual, guidance, to take advantage of 
the individual student* s tastes, ^enthusiasms and abilities, to put less 
emphasis upon enforced classroom exercises .sad more upon self-propelled 
activities, .and, .la short, to set' the student free to «dueat# himself 
and test M s  by' hi# success in doing so**
But the ..present, %mAmw  that Buffus stresses is not, as 
we have shown,: agreed, to %  all* laither is it altogether mew*. In 
1695 John lock# had somewhat the seme- idea as he wrote*
H#> therefore,, that is about children, should well study 
their natures and aptitudes, and'see, by often trial#, what turn 
>., they easily take, and what becomes them* observe what" their native
lg stock is, how it may be improved, and what it is fit for* he should
03' consider, what they' want* whether- they be capable of having it wrought
5 into them by industry, and incorporated there by practical and whether
^ it be worthwhile to endeavor it* For in many eases, -all. that we can _
t do, or should aim at, is to make the best of what nature ha# given 3 ' ’
£ to prevent the vice# and faults to which such m constitution is most.
§ -incited, and give it all. the advantage# it is capable of* Everyone*©
8 natural genius should be carried as -far as it could, but to attempt
the putting mother upon him, will be but labor in vain* and what is 
so plaister*d on -Will at beat fit but mtowar&ly, .and have always 
hanging W» it the us^acefalness of constraint and affectation**
hoeke* & statement of educational philosophy is not so far 
different in fact from the. statement of the basic purpose of higher 
education by leaders in a Conference on the philosophy and develop* 
meat of student personnel work which mm sponsored by the Committee 
■ on Problems and Flans in Education of .the American Council on Educa-* 
tion in 1937 (referred .to on Fag#' 8} * the statement of these leaders
9* B* 1* Puffua, Democracy Inters. Coilee:#* Mm- fork, Charles 
Brnmmr*® Bom, 1936, pp* m  qwtMto- tloyd-Jones and Smith,
A  § M £ m % -  M m m  i m  BteteBc W s m S A m * p * 3*
10* John lock# in Hoyd-Jones and Smith, p> |,
12
follows*
This philosophy imposes upon educational institutions the 
obligation to consider the student as a whole~-his intellectual capacity 
and achievementj his emotional make-up, his physical condition* his social, 
relationships, his vocational aptitudes and skills* his -moral .and religious 
values,, his economic resources, his aesthetic appreciations * It puts empha­
sis* in brief * upon the student as a- person rather than upon his. intellec­
tual training alone***
fhose educators who believe that the college does have *ihe 
obligation to consider the student as a whole %n& not delusively as an 
intellect see in. student, personnel work m  effective means toward the 
fulfillment of this obligation*
Hr* Gilbert Warena* professor of 'educational psychology at the 
©diversity of ■Minnesota*- in discussing the role of personnel work in 
universities* declares- ^ *■*.**that student personnel work has been an in­
evitable outcome of conditions that have been causing, changes throughout
12
the structure of higher education*8
Adoption of a personnel .point of view and the wise individual­
izing of the educational process are fundamental to- the small college* 
also*- As Resident 1* - H* Miller* of feuka College*, points out*:
the small college has no other purpose*. In brief*- & small 
college is a Afunctional program8 and not m  institution*.
The small college* defined as a- Afunctional program8 in educa- - 
tion*. is to- be distinguished from small institutions which are small and 
weak by necessity*' Many of them exist today and contribute little to the- 
development of the individual student. They have no clearly defined per­
sonnel programs and they are therefore ineffective as educational institu­
tions* Moreover* there are some relatively secure small colleges which
11. American Council on Education* The Student Personnel Point of 
Ifcewy-pp* ..14*
. 12. "V:8ilbert Wrenn, ^Distinctive Heeds for Student Personae! Work in 
Universities8 in John Hale Hus sell, ad,* Student Personnel Services in 
Ctolleffifl- and Universities, Chicago, University of Chicago-Press* 1941, p* 23.
have been ©ailing- under false colors* They have claimed' to be Institu­
tions. in which education is- highly personalised -and individualized * a# 
m matter of fact* less effective work baa been done in many of these 
institutions than in. many of our larger institutions with more modem 
personnel method©#,
Individualised education should be mad# a reality In-tee- 
..small college ratter than -a theory*- Students -&e well as society have 
a right to call our bluff at this point.* They should demand at least 
a five-fold individualised program* Students should be admitted to 
these colleges on the basis Of ability and character rather than on 
the basis of rigid, patterns of high-aehool subjects! they should be 
made the subject of individual cate- study under the guidance of a well-' 
organised personnel program! they should' have individual programs of 
study rather than rigidly prescribed schedules! they should have indi- - 
vtdiaaX guidance of m  educational.* vocational, and.personal n&.turef 
and- they should not be entirely dissociated £mm the educational insti­
tution until they are eatlefaetorily placed in constructive activity 
in society*
Such a program of individualized education automatically 
separates the small college, defined as a wfunetionsl program8 in' edu­
cation, from the am&H .institution that* because it is small, claims 
to personalize its treatment of students* It also separates the small 
college, so defined-.,, from attain large diversities which -have seated 
great equipment in buildings, great research laboratories, great, orgaoi- ■ 
cation of technique©, and great .programs of graduate, professional, ’and 
highly specialised studies, but which have lost- intimate touch with their 
©indents*^'
Business leaders -recognize the need for personnel work in- col- . 
leg#* Kepreseritative .'of their viewpoint is the following quotation from 
Paul A* Merte, Director of Company gaining. Sears, Boebuck and Company?
There is great meed for personal counseling about 'business in 
general and kind© of business in particular***!## often young graduates 
of tease institutions, when -they find themselves up against problems 
Involved in employment, are confused and even bitter in saying, **^ hy 
wtmH  I  toUt*u
%n the face of problems engendered, by tee war,, Beam Herman 
Feldman, of the City College -of Hew fork BehooX of Business and Civic 
AdmiBistration, suggests tee- importance of instituting a ^friendly ami
13* A* 8* Miller, *$h© Heed, for Personnel Service© In a 'Small 
College8 .in John Bale Bussell, ed*, Itudent,fete<^^- Services in Col­
leges and Universities * pp* 3*3. *
14* Paul A* Herts, «The Heed for Personnel Services in Colleges 
from the Standpoint of industry,® in Bussell, p« 441*
xm&em&mM.ng* counseling- program in the colleges:*. Included In his 
suggestions are raooiiaiaaaaatieaa for an analyola and reorganisation of 
the mrvtmt* Is the areas of freshman orientation, personal counsalis®, 
selection of oorrXenXm^, vocational guidance, improvement of -health, 
personality deveXojmmh, speech instruction, inculcation of professional 
attitudes, p t o f  graduates, sesmrvision of e^tm-cmrrioaXar work#,, 
and teaching of the ^ social am©aitias»w Feldman declares that ^Business
t
organissatiosa tend increasingly to select their college graduates with
XSprimary attention to their personal assets*11'
fha tremendous student mortality among the colleges each, year 
la within itself a potent argument for-more adequate student persosuieX 
services* A United States fffiee of- Mncation study of 
y#pre##tit#tlw college# revealed that among students registering1 for
their degrees at the beginning of the academic year 193X*»32 there was
- *  . ## t fr
a gross mortality of 62*1 nad a set mortality of 45*2 per cent*
A somewhat similar- student mortality situation 1# sported 
by Winston In a study made at Horth Carolina State College* Wm -points 
.out'that % #  542' (Iheshmen) students who matriculated, in September# 1934# 
only 166* or- lea# than ©ne^third were graduated. In the spring or summer 
of 1938.”X7
15* from a news- article on the Education Fag# of the 1#^ %©$£ 1*.imes# 
Beeember 21, 1941:-* .
16* 1* B* 'McHeely, College Student Mortality* Washington, £* C«,
0* S* Office of Iducation, Ho* XX," 195#* p* 9*
1?* .Sanford Winston, ^factors Associated with tbe Success or Failure 
of OolXege Students,* .Southern Association, C,u^Mrly* Stebam, ff* 0#,. Duke 
University Frees, IF,. 8#V- 4# iWe*#er, '1940, 59&*5#X«
# total number dropping out without receiving degree in normal four* 
year span*
*** those who dropped never to continue anywhere' educational work '.in 
college*
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Some educators would say, *A 'large percentage had no business 
in college.* this off§ih&nd explanation say be valid for- some students 
and, if so* guidance is needed to see that those who are- not collage 
material do not elect, to enroll*. Such guidance is a personnel problem 
• involving both the college and the preparatory school* • Few would argue 
that a gross mortality Of over fifty per cent to-a college generation, 
is desirable*.
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary. Schools-, 
very definitely emphasises the importance of personnel work, in its set 
of standards for member colleges*' Standard H I  is headed -^ Student Pen** 
soimel Work11 -and reads , as follows#
Provision should be made- for healing students as ■ individuals. 
Including eyeful records* academic -and personal, counseling, as to the" 
college program .and personal problems* physical mm&mt&Qna for tuber** 
miosis and' other physical defects, vocational and placement service*
111 such services in- an institution should be carefully cor* 
related,, whether rendered by students* faculty# administrative officers * 
or alumni*.
Just as evidence of maladjnstsaeiit leading to student mortality 
Indicates # need for student personnel work* so does evidence that there 
is reel., possibility for intellectual growth and survival during college' 
years*
flory, in. a. study reported in the Journal of Educational Be*, 
search for February, 1940, gives specific results of research in this' 
field* is studied .the intellectual growth of seventy-four .Lawrence Col­
lege students during their college days' as reveals by the American Coun­
cil on Education Psychological lamination* fhe ^smination was given
3.8. The Southern Association Quarterly. SurJaaffl, 8* C«, Duke 
Ontverelty Press, If, Ho, a* May, 1940, 333*
in  th e  freshman m d  th e  s e n io r y e a rs * Among; H r* F lo ry 1 a conclusions
.were'the following*
X* fh© gain in intellectual ability of 8*6te*X5 percentile 
points with a critical ratio of four indicates that .there is a real 
improvement in intellectual ability during'the college years*.
2* fbew appears to- he- ho relationship' between the amount 
of intellectual gain and the field in which the student majors*.
3* It appears that at least one-third of the students in 
this study changed 'their inbeXXeebuaX status significantly* this 
presents a challenge to the college to make certain that each student 
is stimulated to the maximum of his potentialities*
4* the large-' gains mad# by a few students givel# strong 
Impression that at least some -of the- students who are admitted to 
college are a- long way from ImteXXectuaX. maturity and therefore need 
careful guidance- which will result in maximum development*.^
laving accepted the view that there is a definite need for 
& personnel, program in -colleges* it is important-- to consider the- func­
tion and purposes of such a- program in fulfilling: this need*
Ititxree defines guidance Cor student personnel services) as
that aspect of the educational process which in jjsmedlately* 
directly md  continuously concern.^ with helping individuals to effect 
a progressive and'purposive at-homeness in their environments* For any 
individual, .the achieving of at-homeness in his environment .must take 
into account not only the world -outside him- but also the wnesompafeXe 
eh&r&cterietl&s of his own organism*-- this .ah-homemeee must be- progres­
sive since- the adequate individual should possess- a capacity for con­
stant readjustment to ever-changing sibuaiXoasj and it mnst be purposive 
since his pettem«gf living should rest upon a foundation of dynamic and 
achievable goals*
Byams is a bit more specific in- his statement t
this is the .function -of guidance and personnel services in 
the schools today— to attempt to foresee and predict success or failure# 
to cater more adequately to Individual differences in the schoolf to pr©** 
vent the troubles resulting from misplacement as far as possible j ..mad*
19* Ghae* B* Flory* *fh# Intellectual Growth of College Students,** 
Journal of Educational Research> Bloomington*. Ill** Fubllc School Publishing 
Company* t m U *  Ho* 6* February* 1940, 451*
20* Boyal B* Embr©©* Jr., #$be Guidance .Function in Schools and, Col-* 
lege#*** Mucational Method., Ill, So*. 6# March,X9AQ, 336*
above q3&9 to plant the seeds of adequate adjustment and sake that ad* 
justsiemb a continuous process. extending naturally into the indivldual,s 
occupational Xif#*2*
McCracken, in his study of student personnel in fifty Presbyterian
colleges, sayss "Clearly defined objectives are considered ©ssential -pro**'
the following are rated in the survey by the fifty colleges a©
important purposes for a ccmpreliensiir# personnel program in college t
1# To relate student purpose and' ability to curricula 
2* To direct selection of courses
3* to deal with case# of mXmd^nBtmmt
4« to help students to identify chief interests
5* to help students evaluate abilities in berm© of vocational
objectives
6* To aid potentially failing student to improve quality 
of work
f* to aid all students to attain level of achievement 
rate with ability 
8* To aid stuaenws in financing education
9* To aid students to formulate, guiding philosophy of .life
10* to bring about better social adjustment of individual 
students
XX* 1 ©guard health of Individual students and of student
from the rather extensive review of comment regarding point' of
vieWf w© come to realise some of the reasons for variety and ■disagreement 
and yet to sense the emergence of a trend toward unity as evidenced by 
the K&iiott&l Ootraeil statement in 1937* We observe a real evidence of 
realisation of need; for personnel services in the objective facts of stu­
dent mortality^ reports of student m&X&dj usbmenb, as well as potential 
intellectual growth, comments of business leaders and educators, and the
21* David $» Byans, *fh@ Bole of Guidance in Education," School and 
Society* %  Bo* 1309# September %  1939, 346*
22* 4  of Student -Personnel Services, in l^ l^ sr
h r t  t| p# ^ ......
23. IM4*, p* 8*
22requisites to effective student personnel work** :
statement of standards by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools* We are finally reminded by authorities cited in
this chapter that an understanding of the function of student personnel 
work and the formulation of' a real purpose by each college are of vital 
importance*
laving established these points, consideration can now.be 
given the- manner of administrative organisation and the services pro** 
videA. In a program illustrative of the phrase "good personnel practice*11
Mo standard pattern can be laid down for the organisation., of 
a student personnel program In a college, since, each institution has. 
its oim particular needs* tn the large institutions many trained 
experts may he needed $ in the small college one 'trained staff member 
■may find it-possible to do m large portion of the work*
In all cases as many of the able and interested faculty 
members -as possible Should be- utilised in the personnel program*
This point is emphasised by IloyA^onse -and Smith, in the following*
The wisest organisetionaX plan, .in- our opinion, will Include 
provision for a great deal of facilitation and extension of the program 
■via the instructional staff of the institution*. Here again, institutions 
will 'differ In- the extent to which they will be able or will wish to 
enlist- the interest and the effort of the faculty* Institutions, where 
the majority of the faculty have subscribed to the idea that students 
are necessary evils but unfortunate distractions to a well-ordered 
educational system, will do well to be realistic about the kind and 
amount of- contribution, that can be expected from, the faculty* In 
other -colleges, however, individual faculty members are already doing 
such excellent personnel work that any program that did not make im­
portant provision for continuing and extendingtheir contribution would 
be- overlooking a valuable source of strength*^
,8o««m many or few people ere directly concerned In the 
student personnel - program, unity of purpose and. plan is important * 
to secure such unity, it is necessary that & .psrtieuler staff member- 
be made responsible for the program as a whole, ,&l&yWones and. Smith 
strongly favor central responsibility, m  shorn in the following*
Is matter how maty services the tnstitiition wishes to- provide 
for its personnel program#, no matter 'how these service© are combined 
into constellations.,, .mo matter which ones; are emphasised, mo matter ' 
how adequately or inadequately it-is possible to staff the various 
services,: mo matter the extent to-which it is possible- for the 'instrue** 
tional staff to participate in the- personnel program, the program must 
be headed, up by sons one person# this person should be not- -only am 
educator, .broadly and thoroughly trained in the philosophy and method 
of personnel work, but he should also be am. administrator with-the 
ability to organise and. operate a program#
It the present time we find all too frequently a hodge-podge 
of personnel services, all related directly to- -the president, with 
little or no coordination, and with little appreciation of the fact 
that these services., taken ell together, -constitute one .important 
aspect of the total' educational proven; of the institution# Under 
these, coalitions it is inevitable that such of the- potential eomifi** 
button nf the- personnel services is dissipated# there- is mo one to 
‘see them as a-whole and to- specie.-for them, as a-whole- in- administrative 
coiancilB, as the dean of the college speaks- for the various teaching 
departments and 'the instructional program as m whole#**
Bmbree favors centralised leadership but m m m  against dicta-
' tion*
Whenever. possible, a technically trained and full-time of- 
ficial or department should be secured to lead,but not to dictate the 
program# However, .if -a clinically trained person cannot immediately 
be employed, beginning's ©.an and- should be made by the allocation of 
. responsibility to a carefully chosen administrator or teacher* Bis 
personal traits are important, the chief necessities In this regard 
being sound Judgment and the. capacity to arouse. feelings .of confidence 
and -cooperation In staff members,- students and parents#*®
In many schools there are very distinct divisions of student- 
personnel work with a .specialist in charge of each# One school might 
have, for.example, & director of .admissions, a placement officer, -a.
mhead ©oemselor, a teat, expert* a social director, and many others# 
to -a 'large percentage of our colleges#, however, many of these func~ 
tiona are combined# the teaching of a limited load of classes by 
personnel staff members is helpful since this work keeps them in
hers are meed as special advisers of students# These advisers work 
to cooperation with the person directing the entire personnel program 
or- with toe director of counseling if there to one#
though responsible central .direction of student personnel 
work to' of toe greatest possible importance, it to of equal importance 
that, toe whole faenlby.%ss toe role that toe personnel point of view 
should play to toe entire teaching program of the institution# It 
is essential that toe faculty see personnel work as a fundamental 
part of the to tel educative process and not m  m  ** extra” service to 
be tolerated by and not 'participated to. by the faculty#
gsrapm tel Seyvice^
Several types of personnel, services to Virginia colleges are 
included to this survey*, pre~e©IXege guidance, admission ©f students, 
orientation, counseling, services,, '.group guidance through student organ!** 
cations, placement, health, and religious guidance*
To establish some basis for Judging toe adequacy of these 
services as surveyed to flrgtoto, it to helpful to consider toe views 
of experts to the field to regard to sound practice for each service#
active touch with toe learning process leXI^choeen facility mam**
27# Iloyd-Jones and Smith, 4  jg
In recent: years# ^pre-college $aldenc# 1mm become a famlXiar 
phrase* It. to perhaps %mm- that all too of tea- this iimocent^a-oimding 
phrase really denotes high-pressure recruiting, as college' enrolliaent 
hap become. more and-more competitive* Nevertheless# to Its true sense 
py#^eiX#g# guidance- to  .one of toe .most fundamental service# of .any 
personae1 program* Ideally it suggests honest counseling of prepara­
tory school students regarding their decision to go to college.,, their 
choice of a partionlsr college, and their pro—r^^istmtlon preparation, 
for the adventure of college .'life*
M  obvious argument for more and better pre-college guidance
28is toe student mortality to  toe. freshman year#, t o  icNeety1# study .; 
of twenty-five representative untoerslties, student- iaortality during 
the, freshman year was- 33*8 per cent of those enrolling that year*
Some of these tost .students toft school for unavoidable reesons, but 
Just a# surely, mm were to toe wong college or should never have 
been to college at an*
A recent toto University study has this to say regarding . col­
lege maladjustment resulting to student mortality!
It is m&mm&m  for institutions to  admit twice as many 
students as will be able to remain through college* ft to expensive 
for families to send to college# often at great sacrifice, youngsters 
who are ieettoed to  -drop out aftor a year or t to #  But the cost to  
money to  only a shadow of the cost to. tmmm personality* Here and 
there a  boy to- found who is so -eeiiehiiutod a# to  be greatly stimulated 
by m experience of faille to- college*, lost boys, are not so fortunate.# 
The ifucffliny of defeat and' the sens# of inferiority which -defeat en­
genders are probably far more serious and permanent educational effects 
than, to# positive-educational values achieved by those who manage to 
stay to college* ■
28* College Student Mortality# p# If*
29* I»? - B# Hale at #1*, From School .jo Coile&e* New Haven, Conn*,
fax# timivefsity $ m m §. W M §  ,p* 1 '■ ■ ■ - ■ 1 • —
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Sound pre-college guidance can prevent many of these serious 
maladjustment© md-pmiotm m  educational service of inestimable value.
' The method of providing pra^collegs. guidance varies* Soma 
institutions have full or part-time ffioid representatives ** Some of 
these offlMaX©. provide real and honest gMdsnccj sometimes only a 
queatioimOXo type- of ©uper-eMeejte^hip* the
byp# of recruiting -i© described in the following ^notation from LXfeyd- 
loneS and Smitht,
It in reported that the represenl^tive of one prominent col* 
logo in the Middle Wool receives #100' for each student who signs upm 
Hie dotted, lines ■ of the, application for . admission* .heedless to add*, 
there is not much consideration given fey that college to hew well it 
can. meet the needs of students* ®ven the innocent bystander sometimes 
experiences 'Hie avidity of these college- salesmen# One individual who 
contemplated sending a ■daughter to- college* in order to prevent' col* 
lege salesmen ' from monopolising her time* asked % friend to write for 
'.catalogues-, from three higher educational' institutions* ffee friend did 
and immediately her house wm besieged fey three Afield representatives-*'^  
To their amazement, the field representative© found their exposed 
prospect had no eeXX#ge*ege youngsters md ms* in fact* in the hospi- 
te l. having  a feafeyi^ ^
Mo0raeken,s study indicates that m majority of- the fifty 
Presfeyterian' -colleges in. his- study employed either a full-time -or 
part-time field representative on a salary basis in recruiting -and. 
advising prospective- students.*- Only one school used the commission 
plan*- The expert jury* used by' McCracken In M s  study:.* rated the- use 
of a field representative on a salary basis- as deslraMe*
Biucators generally -are becoming more concerned:- about- the 
type of person -employed to do- student .recrMting* Carter declares 
that **# ** *no - employee of the college. shouM be selected with greater
30# j
31*' A furvsv .of’ Itnisnt Ps^nnnM Service fe fifty 
Part 1* p* 16#
©are than that used 'to select the field representative*^ student
r^ecruiting- of fleer)*
Many schools use faculty members generally to solicit and
advise prospective students* McCracken1# expert jury rated this
33
practice as undesirable,,.
lore than half the schools tm the- McCracken study entertain 
'prospective students in order better to appoint them with their 
campuses* The value of this practice is not agreed upon either by 
the .expert jury or the field jury’used in the study to estimate the
i
worth of various'procedures*
Co-operation with preparatory school efforts, to inform their 
students regarding college choices is considered' desirable by almost 
every writer on the- subject of pre-college -guidance* lost- of the 
schools In the McCracken survey co-operate with high schools in *Ge 
i|| College Days** and in other forms of cooperative guidance*
..Uv \
, Interestingly enough, Clarence %« Peebles, pre-college 
counselor at Eiverside-SraoMieli High School, Riverside, Illinois,, 
does not consider the ^ College Bay* -program productive of good guidance* 
He says*
the ^College Pay* which some- Mgh-school admlnistmtor-s 
thought an easy way to eliminate m growing nuisance (student solici­
tation) has not worked well*. Most -college#- are- 'much opposed to this 
method* it make# the routing of the representative difficult, waste# 
his time, and puts him .in the embarrassing, non-professional class 
of a sharker** at a country fair* -I believe- honest research would 
indicate that little constructive guidance results from the ^ College
Pay* *34
32* T* If* Darter, *The Field Beoresentative ** dpumal of .Higher 
latloa* Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State- University, II, no* 6, dime, 1940,
33# A  Surrey of Student Personnel Services* Fart I, p* li*
34* Clarence IS* Peebles,' ^ Cooperation in- Counseling,® fougpal of
f Columbus, Ohio, Ohio Stat# University, II, no* 6, JTune,
Hr* Feeble© does* however, advocate courtesy and con^foration'for 
the individual college representative when'be visits the high • school# 
suggesting that
a representative with valuable services to greet each 
student should receive the courteous attention of the Mgh*#ebeel 
official^ and not be dumped moeremoniatmly at'.a table 'to the corridor, 
cafeteria, or study hall, and left to shift for fctoaslf* f&to wastes 
- -the time of the honest and' plays directly into the hands of
the ucscrupuloiis repreeeateiiwe %  eilkteattog the restraint of superb 
vision*^
Visitation of homes of prospects by the college representstiVe 
is strongly advocated by ir* Peebles cm'the ground that it %dds to# 
portent, necessary information, wMeh should aid to the student* e
■ Jk
adjustment and to building hit educati<mal program*1*
Most collies send .great, amounts of literature to- prospective 
stota&to# tom of it to pwe adveittotogf mm of it has definit# 
guideae© vatoe* toegg the fifty college© of the Mciim^en study $$*& 
per cent mah© up an anneal imiltog list, and 4&«& per cent .send, to# 
formations! literature to- prospects* the critical Juries felt that
m
such wide distritobton -was not desirable, .however.*
fhatover may be its faults- tod the professional hypocrasies 
associated with lb, pre^eollege guidance to recognised as a funded 
mental personnel service*
Eey to the soundness of the- admissions system of -any tostito# 
tion is the director of amission® or the person who carries on these-
35* C^ooperation to Connseltog,** p.* 313* 
36*. Ibid#, p* 315*
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duties* Xn msm case® b» or she is .& full-time officialj sometimes the 
work of pre**eoXIegs guidance and admissions is administered fey one person* 
often the dean of tee college or dean of students handles tees® dntie®| 
and. in still other oases an admissions hoard or committee handle® this 
work#. But this work is of immeasurable importance* So- much so in. tee 
mind of teis writer that tee- following lengthy quotation from lloyd-Ione® 
and Smith is offered, as the host statement he has found on tee character 
of this official and his duties*
Many ..institutions now have ■ officers known a® director® of- 
■admissions j some colleges 'hare a committee, on admissions with a seers- 
t&ry who acts-as director# In other institutions, tee director- of 
personnel is tee' director of admissions# If one individual is response 
ible for admission procedure, he should hare an advisory coumsittee which 
mil help shoulder tee responsibility for .policy making t difficult de­
cision®, etc# In all instances, the duty of tee- admission officer by 
no- mean® consists of sitting in' hi® office .figuring:- out mean® and slan*
' dard deviation©*- lie task is not primarily research but rather educa­
tional guidance carefully articulated with tee educational program of 
tee- institution, be represents and, frequently, -evaluated in terra of 
tee policies agreed upon*
the director of admission® should he trained In those personnel 
techniques that .Implement an enlightened, philosophy- of admissions and 
selection* Be must- be trained in the use of cumulative records, bow 
to interview, hour to use test® -and meastirements, statistics and research 
techniques, and admteistr&bien and office organisation* Be mm% under­
stand adolescent psychology and know something of'parent conns® Xing*.
He should know what sort of handbooks and 'manual® .are really helpful 
to students* fie should know how to effect articulation with all main 
sources of student supply and bow to cooperate with- other ‘ college® and 
associations of colleges in order teat a referral service .may operate*
He must .have a personnel point of view, and he must know tee aims- and 
objective® of hi® college* If he is trained in public speaking and 
Speak® well before an audience, all the better* It 1© desirable that 
he have taught -at some time in secondary school®, and the more he know® 
about secondary schools and their problem®, the more successful be will 
be*, fie should know what oteer- college® are doing in educational. guidance* 
fie should familiarise himself with tee problems of placement (for posi­
tions) and should realize tee inter-relation of admission® and selection 
with, placement* He should be a member of - the college student financial- 
aid committee and should, help form its policies* fie should be consulted 
in the assigning of counselors to freshmen, for he know® the students- 
before they come to college* It is. often wise to make him a freshman 
counselor,,, for be should -have been able to lay a foundation of friendli­
ness for individual guidance before tee students register m  freshmen*
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In any ■ case* foe should foe available and easily .accessible the first 
month of the school year* since in-'many instances foe. is the only person 
the fs^ esfomen Mow ':aM'a Itoillsr face is a .godsend, to a poor bewildered 
new student*^®
lore and more those who study the problem© of college admis** 
©ion are insisting on the need', for' more than be high school diploma'** as. 
a credential for college entrance»
m
tfee. Jury of experts need In licOr&e&ea*©. study consider the 
following as.important source© of information! records of high school 
work to graduation! educational and personal ratings and interview©* and 
various- types of tests.* though the- Juris©, considered the interview by a 
college representative iK^riaab* only twenty~fiw© per cent of the fifty 
fresl^erian colleges in the study-respire it*•j - . •■.
Segel and froffihh*- .in. their gorem^nt^sponsored ©indy cf 
spme ngr## with iciraeken
in their' conclusions,f among which -are these statement©*
.doling#© in ©dmlbtlng or guiding students should use as 
many items of knowledge concerning the student as passible*
Colleges- should set. up facilities' for testing and intenrle^- 
lug student© in order to satisfy the need, caressed In (the above) *
An 'Integration of the work of the- high school and college I© 
needed- through (a) providing facilities for' students of different levels 
of general scholastic aptitude*-, and (fo) providing for Wm placement of 
student# In particular courses In accordance with their past achieve* 
meat -.In high school**®
Poubtlea© there are- some college admission officials who ©till 
believe in the infallibility of the- pattern of secondary school unite 
of study as predictive of success or direction in- college# Many do not 
accept this view and point bo research that substantiates their heresy*
38. A Student Pereonael Program fag Higher Bdacation, pp. 66-67.
39. A Sprt-ga:. of gl^Sert f j e r S e r v i c e s .  Part I, p. 21*.
40. David Segel and Marts it, Proffitt, Washington, D. C., U. S. 
Office-of Bdueatioa, BuilsMn 1937*. Ho* ISi'JW* p. 49.
Cowley suits.up the- status of the.wit system, as follow#'# 
»***.*-**the unit system Is- on tbs way euhf itfs dyingf soon it .will foe' 
dead*: .and few will mourn at its funeral**^
f# ■ support his contention* foe cites results of research which 
©how 'that ability, and not the .amount of secondary school training in a 
subject is the decisive factor in college success* ♦*.* these studies have 
also demonstrated that the heat prognostieation of college performance 
comes from combining a student*©, secondary school grades with hi© score 
on an intelligence test* ,In oilier words* if a student is bright and 
has worked conscientiously in secondary school* it makes little dif­
ference what college preparatory studies he has taken* ffoese results*
it
of course* have cut -into the underpinning© of the unit system#
is Cowley points out*. Dartmouth, Colgate, and Sarah Lawrence
tore abandoned the unit system it* their admission© set-up© entirely*
the Dartmouth College catalogue statement m  admissions is#
Beginning with the class of IfJt the inflexible fifteen unit 
requirement, was waived and the requirement© for admission to the college 
are now as follows*
All candidate© who are- admitted, to- Dartmouth College shall 
have satisfied: the requirements of the Selective Process for admission 
and shall tore presented evidence satisfactory' to the Committee on' Admis­
sion that they .-are competent be carry on their' course of study -at Dart-, 
mouth College*
this change was made after twelve years of experience with 
the Selective Process had demonstrated that no specific set of formal 
entrance unit© a© presented by a candidate was sufficient to assure 
successful, accomplishment in college and-that any on© of many school 
program© was capable of developing background and preparation necessary 
for undertaking the course of study offered at Dartmouth College*^
41* M* 8* Cowley, nfhe Current Admissions Situation*50 Educational 
Record* Washington, O* C*, American Council on Education, XU, Supplement 
ffa* 13, January, 1940, 34.
42* Ib id # *  PP* 39—46*
45* Dartmouth fallma lulletlp* ^Complete Catalogue.,41 third. Series ,fl,
m m * 41, p*"3W * ......
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A growing interest in fee .process of orientation of mm 
students to college MS® tea been evident during fee last twenty 
years, *&fe the factor of student mortality (referred to on pages 14 
j;s*td j^ x) .as a mefe stimulus*
On© of fee most popular methods of orientation is the so**
Called *ffv#8hHiam Hefeh program held in most colleges* it consist# of 
several days -sot aside at the tegfening of each year prior to the- be* 
ginning of classes* feat the. program can accomplish is indicated by 
.XleyMoa## and smith, as follows*
■Cl) fte college should take advantage of this period to sap* 
plement its iMommtXm about the fecomfeg student 1st emery way possible-! 
ft) tbe college should arrange the program for those few days to help 
fee- student learn as much- as pisaitla about fee college! {$)' fee- college- 
should initiate a# many processes as pemfe&a that will mk® for the 
greater emotioaal' security of fee student! and {4) fee college should 
take advantage of every opportunity to bring shout, a heightened college 
morale through fee mobilisation of'liypperwclass students -and' facility -in 
behalf of fee incoming class ♦
the specific functions of orientation programs are listed 
in .more detail by A* f* Brumbaugh in an address before- fee Uorth Central -
Association of Colleges-, end Secondary School# in .April, X93&# Be 
reported fee following provisions as common to most trmfaam arMfew ' 
tion programs investigated by him*
first, test# of general aptitude! of special abilities, for 
easssg&e, readingf, and of achievement in specific field# of subject mat* 
tor are administered.# these- testing: programs are generally more restricted, 
in scope than. 1# desirable for the- purpose of securing a comprehensive 
and ohJective= estimate of fee abilities-of students# On fee otter tend, 
it -should he recognised feat there M  no point in erfending fee testing.'
Mo. 4 gtude^ Bbmbbi £sc ISsfe* p* w «
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program merely for the purpose -of making it more complete* the results 
of, the.teste must bo used: and used intelligently to justify their admix** 
Isbyaiion* Iren the. few testa now given in some’ institutions often remain 
unaooreU as$ consequently unused long' after the opting of the year* when 
i» foot they might he used moat advantageously at- the time of the initial 
we^intrntioxk#
■ieoondt orientation programs set apart- time for the r#g$strs** 
tioii of freshmen*
fMrd* these programs generally include opportunities for 
group' meetings that cover discussions of the activities of the institu­
tion# its traditions# and sometimes- the opportunities offered in the 
various sutoject^matter departments or fields*
Pourbh» In. larger institutions# arrangements are made to acquaint 
students with the physical facilities of the institutions and with the 
cultural opportunities of the University community*
:fifth# social affairs of various types- are ..provided .in the 
Freshman orientation programs to enable students too meet one another 
.and to meet members #f the faculty and administration*
$ixth# Wrmtemm orientation generally includes medical m d  
physical examinations*
teventb# in m m  institutions orientation is facilitated,- through 
a system of -^per^class counselors or nppes^liMfS edvit#rs*45
fhough Hr* Brumbaugh favors continuous, orientation in. the form
of special courses and counseling.;# he warns that- *bh© common error of
focusing attention wholly on students of low aptitude or poor achievement
should toe avoided**1 and suggests that %©t infrequently the most serious
16
problems of adaptation are found among students of superior ability.** '
More and. more college . adminis tra tors are realising the -need 
for and importance of intelligent counseling: techniques and definite' 
mwmdmMm. of eomaeliiig slices In their inatoitiatioue* Only a .few
45* «0tudent Personnel Work#* Uorth Central Association 
Ann Arbor* Ulch** loan Arbor frees* April* 1$19* pp* 
x 4&*. Udd** p*. 521*
short-sighted people still .believe. in an educational miracle of adoles- 
cent youth,or-give vent to the eoneelence-sslwiag statement* «tf he It 
old enough {probably- not over sixteen) to go- to college* he* s old enough 
to make hit. own deoitlont* ® Mott able educators realise that wit#; eoum- 
tel it important in enabling the student to be capable of wit# decisions* 
in most colleges there hat always been some counseling acti­
vity* Any teaching tituation produces tome directional, influence, .'how-' 
ever small.* on the student*. But no one would risk the assertion .that 
■such' counseling is always adequate or that it in its nature can be. 
entirely free of ill-adviee*
Certainly* the college that adheres to- the personnel point 
of view in -education needs something more than haphazard volunteer 
'counseling, however laudable and important m part of the- educational pro­
cess it may toe*
the three levels of counseling useful in a college program 
night toe stated as lay* semi-professional, and- professional*
the lay level of counseling is that which has been referred 
to -above as Inherent in any teaching situation* *AHt good teachers 
engage $m certain types of .educational counseling as part of their beach* 
ing * * * *futorlal instruction, honors- seminars* and personal interviews
> 7
exemplify the personalisation of teaching**1
the semi-professional level, refers to those faculty members 
who have special interest, in and- aptitude for counseling* In this
■Sew**1* ; ***•*+)• ■ *} ( I>t i.■ rwi>«* »Ui'*iir*li >*..xi.p,r i-uw. ;»i■ .*|i'»<inil ■ IM1 !l*»
m* H* to* Bragdom «t si#, .fit lM3fig&. BtfiftttU.
Washington, to* C#, American Council-on l&ucation, Studies in Education* 
Series, to* Up* X, 1919, p.* 49*
connection, Brumbaugh says t
there can be little doubt that -some faculty members have a 
limited spt&tude for counseling or little interest in it*** * •Where 
eeytosiu members of the faculty are .selected for counseling, It is pos­
sible to choose counselors on the basis of their competence and interests! 
such members should be relieved of some of their, teaching duties- in' order 
that they may give adequate time to; the counseling service.*^
the number of special faulty- counselors would necessarily de­
pend on the sice of the school and the nature of its counseling service 
within the over-all personnel program* in some schools this semi- 
professional, level would be called on to provide the entire staff for 
Special counseling services*
At the professional counseling level we have "specialists, 
such as clinical psychologists, psychometrist%. remedial teachers, and
/Q
a number of other j^epl# clinically and psychologically' trained*’"
In large institutions a number of. specialists are needed to 
handle various services!- in smaller institutions perhaps on# profes­
sionally trained, counselor' cam provide the leadership, for a group of 
semi-professional counselors enabling the group to handle successfully 
counseling problems in. the schoolf la still other small institutions, 
as we have pointed out, necessity roles that counseling -must be. handled, 
at the semi-professional level entirely# the most ideal plan, of course, 
is a well-oo-ordlnated combination of -all three-*
lust as in the case of the personnel program as a whole, it is 
important that a single administrative officer toe responsible for the 
direction of the counseling program* In some colleges it is the dean 
of the collegej in others, the dean of students! and In still others the
48* "itudent Personnel Work,6 p. 522*
49* B« l>* Bragdon et al+, Iducational Counseling pf, College students,* 
■ pp* 49-51*
50director of pemomel, or director of counseling* Botm authorities 
hold that, counseling C M  discipline # M 4  be kept eeparatef oilm m  
contend that they can fa hand In hand*
f&om whatever level^l&y* semt^prafessietei* .
fee is drawn* the counselor needs, perhaps above all elte# a personality 
suited to the ftmction* Ho matter how profound, may he hie knowledge 
■of" psychology end clinical procedure* m  mfmmmWs personality may 
obviate the possibility of -good recite*
Smith and Boos charecter'iee a eomeelor1© p^eoneMty teas*
If any piece of material should form the badge of .honor for 
a . guidance worker,- that piece of material should he a. bit of "'very 
strong plastic*»* *. • #a gi aide is one who can with kindness and tact 
sit'' in the other fellow*s plane* feel what fee feele., yet remain s**!W 
flciently objective to bring to the aid o|t the counsel©© all of hie 
own pertinent ^ mrienne and information*^
leery counselor may read -.with profit comments of a college 
senior about corns ©ling reported by &m® in an .article in 
magazine* Among the co»ents war# these blistering word©*
Ifeat -eats- mm tap is that ..personnel workers don* I sees to care 
much whether or not ©indents think at all* much less care about what 
they dp $£&&!*• after ptatistids* after data, after graphs!
I*we seen a lot of them! M  least that* a the way a lot of -us feel#. t*d 
like to try to- get the ‘st&dma:% to talk* ■«»&-'£ believe |*d teen get- in 
where te’lteea*^
Mom draws three laportant points for the counselor from the 
remarks of the student friend Who inold.entelly" was expecting to enter 
personnel work!
(1) be- democratic and' avoid **talking down* to a counsels©|
(2) let the' student 'taik^ fee- knows- p. lot- about himself tee counselor
50* B# fe* Bragdon et al*,
p* 15*
51* C* 1* Smite and 14* 14# /Rocs, 4 £uidp to Guidance* few fork* 
lh*entice^ KaXl , 1941* p* 363#
f2* ffeyrsa #* Amos, *A Gollege Student Speaks of Personnel fork*-'*1 
lffl# no* 2* hbvwber* 193#* P* 149*
eai#b possibly know; (3) avoid a preconceived. ^ set1* about 'the studenti 
moat -Mm as' ha is and not a© he is imagined from hi©, date ©heete**
Counseling services to student© should not terminate with' the
end of Vfreshman leek*v nor with the end of the freshman year* nor with
the end of tee senior yeate*tesy should fee offered to tee student ,m:-.-
long as they- mm fee of use- la aiding him to adjust to the opportuniti.es
.and. responsifeilities of life*
the sc op© of oennse&Aiig .may cover ©Very ooliege'^serleiioe'
from the first- greeting of tee student.fey the: director of admissions-
to tea serious advice given tee young alumnus fey tee- placement office*
the - topic of counseling may fee- capability for graduate -work -or matters
of personal hygiene*
A major phase of counseling te testing* Whotear tee college
can support an elaborate testing 'bureau or not* the administration of
useful teste fey qualified faculty member© is important*
fasting programs, -according to Emferee, v****..**should include*
whenever possible* measurement of scholastic aptitude, personality ad juste
roenb*and vocational interest along with the provision for tee measure
U
meat of special aptitudes**
there are many counseling functions in college which are'not. 
so individual as those discussed thus far* especially in connection with 
student organisations*
53* ■ *A College Student Speaks of Personnel Work,11 p. 150*
54* *fhe Guidance function in Schools- and College©** p* 340*'
Brumbaugh enumerates seme salient points in .regard to the 
role of student orgatezatiome in the educative process on a college 
campus:. His guiding principles are quoted in. part*, as follows*
first*- only those student activities that have genuine eduea^ 
teom&l Value ''mm justify adisiiaietrmtivii recognition and financial support*
■Second# the educational value -to fee derived from participation. 
in student organisations- should he extended as widely as possible among ' 
the students* * * * * * *
third, the extra**cuiricultim activities should provide channels 
for self ^expression -on the part of students and to this and should" toe 
managed -toy students, although it is always necessary that tee .faculty 
and administration sustain & close- advisory relationship to tee aotlvte 
tees .and at times even direct teem along certain, lines**-***
Fourth, ■ one of tee largest opportunities for valuable 'educa­
tion through student activities, and tee one most commonly overlooked 
pertains to the management of funds*,*Funde of" student organisations 
.are generally handled, either toy tee administmteon in a manner that, 
gives students little or nothing to do with teem* or by tee ergatesa* 
teems teewealwas without any system of accounting: ■or periodic auditing 
toeing required toy tee inetttuteea#**
On most camples there .1# an abundance of -act!**
vitees* But often tee students west needing such experience do mot parti* 
eipate* And often tee organisations function so- haphazardly that-the 
educational value is negative rather them positive* Proper counseling 
of students and groups of students should correct this foc-often typical 
callus- situation*
Successful, and satisfying placement- depends largely upon tee 
prior factor of wise vocational counseling* Through testing procedures 
many students: should toe- directed away from their original choice -of
f$* "Student Personnel fork," pp.* 525-5241
mvocation. Oftentimes test results w e  not accepted by the teetee and
prospective misfits present -areal problems bo the office, m
indicated by -Sisson in the following*
there would appear to he little doubt that stwdente are aiming 
at vocations# uhieh# in th# mujoMty of eases at least mm Maeowfagingly 
remote* The callage undergraduate # - who la otherwise rather realistic# • 
seems unable to grasp the significance of heredity -and individual dif** 
f©reuses insofar m- he himself is concerned* I© naturally prefers to 
hellers that hy dint, of amtLticia and. application he nm  avoid the shackles 
of both* And he naturally prefers to exercise innumerable defense mecha* 
ote» whenever an intelligence test uncovers his relative .inferiority#
He not only assiduously avoids knowledge of himself-^as witness the usual 
resistance to', testing-^but he seems incapable of evaluating that evidence 
with, the frank 'and logical reasoning- that he would bring, to hear on an» 
other- -protl s^* Aspirations and, ambitions are confined t# Xogic^tight 
compartments*^^
the importance of good vocational counseling as. a prelude to 
and a part of' placement is stressed. In am American Council on Education 
study, as follows?
* * * * *«* *To undertake a placement- program without # sufficient 
knowledge of the student- and without seeing' placement in relationship 
to the entire- educational enterprise is undesirable because It ie super** 
fieial* Colleges and universities have a responsibility to help students 
make the transition from formal education to 'their work in the world# 
they also have a responsibility to society to see that their graduates 
.are placed where they can contribute' most to the social good.# Colleges 
must not# however, become mere adjuncts of business and- the professions,* 
They 'have work of huge social significance to do im developing civic 
responsibility# in broadening and deepening the student* a intellectual 
abilities and. interests, in: preparing him for a wise use of bis leisure.# 
in hrimgimg M m  to social and- emotional maturity#**
the importance of the placement ftecbion in colleges and' uni** 
varsities is recognised throughout the eemtry* A large number of cel*** 
leges- have placement officers# and placement has become u major concern.
56* B* D* Sisson# "An Analysis of the Occupational Aims' of College 
Students#* Occupations* JHX, Ho# 3* Wmmher 1938# pp* m4*2X3*
57* ' W# H* Oowley et al* # Occuoational Orientation. of. OdUeg^ SlB^ 
■dents* Washington,' $« 0*# -American Council on Education, Studies in 
Vacation# Series. 6# Wo* %  April#- 1939# p# 48*
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of both administration and faculty In our colleges*^
the training of the p h M a t  officer should not be ower~ 
looked* finia factor is stressed by the American Council Study, referred 
to above, a© follows*
#««****.***th6. placement officer should desirably be. prefer t 
©iou&lXy trained! aa&* **«*.* despite the existence of a special plan#* ■ 
mm% officer on the staff-of a college or university, 'the plaoemant:' 
activities of faculty meters- who seek jobs for student© should in. 
m  sense be curtailed*
the placement officer should be a specialist* first* because 
the complexity of the placement situation require© that an individual 
devote ill his time to'this work* So,many varieties of occupations 
exist that the ordinary administrator and faculty member cannot possibly 
keep in touch with them all* la the census report for 1930 some 25*000 
occupations .are listed* and college students enter many hundreds of them* 
Merely to be aware- of the existence of these many types of positions re* 
quires the full-time .attention of an individual 'laiwrasted in the- oeeup©** 
tional problems of students and of society.#. One caBnot keep informed, of 
the wide occupational panorama of modem life while attempting to- teach 
and to 4o research work in some -other department of knowledge*
Second, the placement officer must have a number of specific 
personal qualification©* He must be- interested in students as Indi­
viduals and be able to develop rapport with them* He must also be able 
bo contact prospective employers and to gain their confidence* Many 
faculty members have neither of these characteristics -and- -are therefore 
unqualified for placement- work*
" ‘ in %|#- third place* the placement officer should be a special-* 
1st so that Jndlviduals'-in business organisations seeking to- employ 
graduates or former students may know where to .go to find such help* A 
number of institutions throughout the country w e  mere or less regularly 
ignored by large employers because they haw© not -developed coordinated ■ 
placement- office© and their representatives must tberefer© go from faculty 
member to faculty member in order to secure the information they -desire* 
this 1© expensive both in time and emotional energy* 'For this reason _ 
employers are acre and more going to institution© to.©elect students 
where a special placement officer is available to cooperate with th«au*“
four out of five (0-2 per cent) of the private liberal' arts 
college© of the Horth Central Association maintain a placement office |
50* Cowley.et al*.* Occupational Orientation pf College Students*
F* 44*
59* fbid#,. rn>+
three out of fir# (60 per cent| of the publicly controlled n^versibie#
maintain such an of fleet
Placement as considered in the McCracken study includes **botb
location .of students to part-time position# while attending college and
placement upon graduation or upon completion of a course loading to a
60
definite position:**
Bom® college# m m m  themselves from the responsibility of 
aiding students to get piurNbime work by declaring such employment to 
to hurtful to .good scholar sMp* A study $9T Header and fewim at 0Mo 
State- question© seriously the validity of ouch an m m m *  they point 
out*
If the conclusions haaed on two year© of experience of a 
group of 2(6 student# mho entered.- the 'College of Commerce (Ohio State), 
in the autumn quarter of 193? are' any criterion, then the factor of 
employment doe# not hold the crucial position it ha© been given tradi­
tionally* 4Tfee two group# of workers and non-workers, matched carefully 
a# to high school' record#, ;intelligeuce»te#t score#, urn, and nationality, 
turned In almost identical performances- in: scholarship over the two-year 
period*- the use of outside employment an .an excuse- or alibi fur fail­
ure, dismissal#,.absences, and■requests -for re-admission, la sheer 
ratiomlitation-# the non-workers had almost the same Identical aca-/ 
demie experiences* If. a student .ha# the mental capacity, he -can work 
without- fear of poor .marks
Considering the rapid occupational changes that ■are now a
part of our life, it seems probable that emphasis m  the placement
function and the .professional training of-the placement officer will
become progressively more pronounced*
&**■ &  pf Student Personnel Services, Peri If# p* 96,.
61*. 0# W* Header and S* C* Hewman, *fbe Relation of Employment 
to Scholarship#* Educational Research 'Bulletin, Columbus, Ohio, Ohio 
State University, 3&D&*Xta» %, November 15, 1939, £13-214*
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Eepresenbativ© of authoritative comment on college health 
services is- the following fetation -from BrtnaMugh*
there is general recognition' m$m& colleges md uMversib±m 
of the $mportmm of m  Me^mie .health, service to students, hat the 
provisions in moot Instltutlone for t^|s service fall short of .meeting 
the here minimal needs in. this field*
the- relation of health to the entire hefeavior of the student 
is stressed by Jegnes, a© follows*
the writer has, in several instances, noted an .inferiority 
complex in sbt^ Mlenbs doe to some pby-si ea-X. handicap'#. Se has eeen varloha 
types of phobia dm to BoW~mnsotmmms resulting from deformities, 
shin blemishes or defects of' speech or hearing.* Such defects affect^ 4 
the entire behavior of the student among M s  classmates md instructors* 
-Such defects as adenoids, bypsrbroi^ed tonsils, nasal polypi, sinus 
:infeetionSf asthma, defective vision and chronic middle ear' disease 
may affect the aohbljistio marl^dXy,-^ -
-• -MoydWoaes and Smith point out'that most colleges employ a
i - ’ *’
full-time- doctor of medicine m  a health office# In many cases he 
1# also; a member of the instructional staff« k full-time graduate *. 
■nurse is usually a part of the health staff# One full-time nurse-for
AJ
every 1,000 students .has- been suggested as the proper rabio*^
the same authors have' the following to say about Inf Itmwy 
facilitiesi
the college infirmary -or health service must be -accessible- 
to students and should be located near the center -of student Ufa -on 
the campus* the iMSrmary in many colleges and universities is in the 
nature of'a small hospital or medical laboratory, having sufficient 
beds and nursing: staff for' cases' needing expert e&re and, in some cases, 
a surgery*. It has. bom found- In many cases, however, that it-.Ip fool­
ish to equip an .infirmary for -surgery if there is • a well-equipped and
'&2# aitudinst,'fersoia«iel lferh,fp,
63* B* f* letsnee, *fbe lealih Officer and Guidance,'* Schoolamd 
, Society* h. Mo* MSI, July X#, 1939, B7* (Br* Rennes la health' officer 
abthe College of Bines and- Seialurgy, JH Bate, tomo*}
H *  4  i m m m  £ m  W & l m .  ffimmato* s m  210-211.
w#31**#taffe& hospital, in the -community* fh# doctor or doctors m  the 
health 'Staff must have consultation hour# convenient to- all students 
ani staffs
It is omsteisery ,t0: demand couplet# physical examiJ^ifon of', 
all entering students* these may reveal defects Hmt can he- corrected, 
or they nay result in the' rwaosmndatlon that the student withdraw ■ from 
the institution#-#-##**#^# invaluable opportunities that the physical 
examination affords for Sndivi&ualissed education on physical and cental 
health problem# are a#Jr#t recognised# apparently, in- only a few col** 
lege health programs*.^
moral and religious. training, in institutions of -higher * -leamlng is 
very different both in -artent and character from what it was at the 
turn of the -century* let, this emphasis has not been cast aside* its 
very real significance is still recognised*
It is generally agreed among th#^ <h5ainictra,t-i'r# officers in 
the institutions emtisft in this repor#%hat some provision should 
he- made- for- the development of a sound philosophy of life based on re*** 
iigion and ethics * * * « * there is a growing. interest in the matter of 
religion on the part of students# there seems to he no doubt in the 
minds _ of those most directly concerned with this area of student life 
that- It Is important to have available someon# who assumes direct re­
sponsibility for developing religious' activities and for dealing with 
the Individual problems of students in the field of religion* '
student personnel point of view, function, administrative -orgauisatloa# 
and services, such as pre^colleg# guidance, admission of students*-: mi** 
entetion of students, counseling services# .group guidance, placement#
It IS obvious to the most casual observer, that emphasis on
Brumbaugh says in this ooirmectioni
Saving reviewed in -seme detail, the comment# of authorities on
6 6 * v0tueJsni Fersomel WoiSf 
67* Ibid*, p* 126*
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health service, and religious guidance, we mt how turn to the- pro** 
+#®utetion of factual data, on- these ejects of personnel work in the 
colleges of our Virginia .survey*-:
m m m  iix
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Mi analysis of the- data, '-contained In questionnaires returned 
from twenty Virginia colleges shows m great variety of personnel prac­
tices* Fifteen senior colleges #04 five Junior colleges are represented* 
this data is freseaied under the following topics covered by the ques- 
tlonnaire* purpose* organisational set-up of total program* pm*' 
college guidance* admission of students* orientation of students* 
special counseling service* group guidance through campus orgsnim- 
tions, placement* health service* and religious guidance* fables are 
included for convenient comparison Within the test as near as possible 
to- -each point of reference* & special -Hot of tables' is given on 
fags * ft is realised that percentages are not as significant 
when used with small total numbers as-when used with large- total nun*- 
fears* The writer has therefore used- numbers and .per cent in presents 
log the data* Percentages alone ere used-* however* for purposes of. 
comparison with other college groups*
Furnas#
Since the 'better personnel programs are the outgrowth-of 
purposive- planning, on the part of collage administrators and faculties* 
it seemed appropriate to include in this study a section relating to- 
the- purposes of Virginia college© in their personnel' programs* ffen 
statements, of purpose.-were presented in the questionnaire end parti­
cipating- schools were asked bo rate' each abatement as v#rtremely -■
important,1* “Important*4* or “not .of great importance** fh® purpose#
presented for evaluation by the schools are, as follows*
1* to relate student- purpose and ability to the curriculum#
2* to advise in selection -of .courses- 
5# to deal, with cases of- malad|ustmeiit 
4* to help students to discover their chief interests 
5* f# aid. student# in evaluating their &m abilities in 
terms of vocational objectives 
6# to enable potentially failing students to improve 
quality of work 
7* to- help students form a satisfactory philosophy of 
life
8* To aid in social adjustment of individual student:
9* to bring students to' a realisation of a need, for definite 
choices and to help them. make those- choices- wisely 
10 ♦ to help all-, students to a level of achievement commensu­
rate with ability
Eatings demonstrated a considerable- variance of viewpoint on 
personnel work among the twenty colleges and junior colleges* Heaviest 
importance was given by the- colleges to the. statement of purpose regard­
ing i^l&djustment (id* 3), 14 or 70 per cent of the. twenty colleges 
rating it- “extremely important*^ it the same time, purposes 4 ft® 
help students discover their chief interest1*} and 5 (“to aid students 
in evaluating' their mm abilities in terms of vocational objectives*1), 
drew the “extremely important* evaluation from only 40 per cent of the 
colleges, respectively* Statement- 1 (“to relate student purpose and 
ability to the cmrriculuiii”) drew the “extremely imporiaat,, comment 
from 12 or 60 per cent of the colleges, while 6 or 30 per cent con­
sidered it * important,* and. 2 or 10 per -cent of the schools .considered. 
it *iaaimportant#« With the exception of statements- 4 and f, already 
mentioned, and statement 8 (“to aid in social «4|ustment of the indi­
vidual student11), all ten of the statements were considered- “extremely 
important* by mere than half the schools reporting* Humber 8 was
considered ‘“extremely ia$wbant* by f or 45 per cent of the schools, 
“important11 by 10 or 50 per cent of the schools, -end #uiiimport#at“ fegp 
1 or 5 .per cent of the schools*. : 4 ' detailed summary- of cososmant by ell 
colleges in the study oh the- ten statements- of purpose is presented in 
fable 3U
*|J,
runrv«*%
Statement of ftSpose
. J J t o .. Important
Sot Srlfceat’'
Ho* r_.Jte#TT- . '”16*....3 L "
pmp&m 4nd abili ty 
to curriculum 12 60 6 30 '2: 10
2* fo advise in selec­
tion of courses 12 60 7 35 X 5
3*. to deal with cases 
"of maladjustment 14 70 6 30 0 0
4* fo help stuients die- 
'ewer their chief 
interests 8 40 13 65 0 a
5* to aid students in 
evaluating their own 
abilities In terms of 
vocational objectives 8 40 12 60 0 0
6* fe- enable potentially 
failing students to is*- 
prove; quality of work 11 55 * 40 1 5
7# fo help students form 
a satisfactory philoso­
phy of .life 11 55 8 40 1 5
8# fo a M  In social ad­
justment of individual. 9 45 10 50 1 5
9# to bring students to a 
realisation of a need 
for definite choices 12 60 7 35 1 5
10. fo help students to a 
level- of achievement 
commensurate with ability 12 60 7 35 a 0
M  nhxmi^ tn fable 2 half (10 or 50 per cent) of the col- 
logos reporting have their personnel program# co-ordinated by one 
administrative official* dmohg the fifteen senior college# 6 -or 
40 per oeni) foil^:-:|^:#%^acticef while four of the five junior 
■college# do likewise# X& one school two persons jointly share this 
responsibility, but this set-up was counted as;belng a single of­
ficial m  opposed to committee control* in only two of the twenty ■ ^•t ■
institutions were full-time director# of personnel work mentioned* •. 
.light or 40 per cent of the institutions reported., part-time -given 
to this work by the- director#-.* three junior' college# reported part- 
time directors, 'In three senior colleges and two junior colleges 
the director of personnel .teaches* In two senior colleges and two 
junior college# he or she carries the title of dean, while in two 
junior college# the director of .personnel is president of the in­
stitution#
Of the institutions which did. not report, a single official 
a# director of. personnel, five of them Call senior colleges) .reported 
a faculty eommittee as the adminiS'trative unit for - the personnel pro- 
gram* Four senior college# and one .junior college (25- per cent of 
the total) reported no -central co-ordination of personnel services, 
each service operating independently* (for complete data see fable 2*}
organising program# of pre-college guidance, including 
both the recruiting and selection of students, 8 or 33*3 per- cent:.
45
¥&MS 2
fype of administration Senior Junior
... .Colleges ..
total (ao)
9®k-- ^ i - 1
On© official co-ordinates 
entire program 4 40 4 80 10 50
Full-time- given to this 
work 2 m s 0 0 a 10
p©r&*t%m given' to this 
work 3 2M 3 60 8 40
Director has teaching 
duties 3 ' m a 40 5 as
fill© of director Is 
dean. a ms a 40 4 ao
title of director is 
president 0 0 a 40 a m
Faculty eommitte© admin* 
later# program 5. ms 0 0 5 as
Ho central co-ordination, 
inch sendee operating 
independently 4 ms % 20 § as
of the senior college# am# 4 or SO per cent of the junior colleges in*
dieaied centralis©# administration by a part-time official* In ©lit
12 or 60 pm  cant of the 20 colXeges an# junior colleges Indicated til©'
mm  of on© peri^time ■official in dealing with recruiting and selection
of student©* One senior college and one junior college reported no
©dsdnlstir&t&ve aeh-up# whatever for student recruiting and selection*
Five or 33 pm- cent of' the senior college# reported that this work is
done by several faculty members, there 'being no definite centralisation
of responsibility for admission* However*, non# of the junior colleges 
followed- this practice* fwo or 13*3 per cent of the senior colleges
and 1 or a§ per cent- of the Junior college© reported recruiting mil 
©election' to be handled hy a faculty msmittso* Three. orEQ 'per cent 
e# the senior colleges and % or 40/ per cent of the Junior colleges re* 
ported that the: Acuity generally cooperate to solicit students#
t m s  $
m m x m m m m  of i»»c0sjj^ wiiMsai
-Practice Senior
College©
Junior
College©
Total (a0)
no* . . .  y ^^r„Jt<i*,r,.
One part-time of­
ficial 8 ''93*3 4 80 IE 60
Several faculty 
m e m b e r #$ there 
being no defi­
nite centreXi— 
jzaiion 5 33.3 0 0 $ m
A faculty committee 
on enrollment a 13*3 1 35 3 15
The faculty gene­
rally co-operate 
.aggressively to 
Solicit student© J » a. 40 9 .25
Hearly a3Jl the colleges show a keen interest is recruiting 
students hr mail# Heven or 73*3 per cert of the senior colleges 
and 5 or 100 per cost of the,, junior colleges prepare mailing lists of, 
prospective student©* 4 total of 16 or 80 per cent of the twenty col* 
leges .la the study report this - practice* _. Twelve or 80 per cent of the 
senior colleges and all- five, of the Junior college© send view booklets 
to prospective students# making a total of 17 or 8.5 per cent of the 
total group following this practice# Bight or 40 per cent" of the
mtwenty colleges m& junior colleges mail catalogues to all student®
On their m & M m  list®* the- parentage to- the same for the two elscsi#* 
fiestions, 6 or 40 fair cent of the fifteen senior oeIXe.j$est while 2 or 
40 per eont of the five jubior -colleges follow ibis practice# In 9 or 
60 per cent of the senior eeliegea -estaJogt*#© are- sent to those &*f&» 
ntbely interested in -the school* In 9 or 60 per- cent of the five 
junior collages this m s  the practice, making a total of 12 or 60 per 
cent of the- twenty colleges and junior colleges following- it* As will- 
he .notei# the junior colleges are even more generous than- the senior 
collages in sending- out ^promotional:1* literature# 100 per cent of the 
junior colleges making -up mailing lists and sending view booklets, etc.## 
to all prospects on those mailing lists (see fable 4)«
t m s  4
m m m m m  m m m m  m  m m *
Practice Beni c#
. itoll*#**... .CoXieeaa,..:,.. fatal tJaoJ
. ..: lc«..
.......... . .
4 list- of' 
prospective .&$&» 
dents is wade up n<#<*•*!! *3Mt ^ 5 100 16
. ... . . ..,.rrtr
SO
View booklet, etc! 
sent to prospects
on iMfttljitg; list 12 so 1 100 X? 85
Catalogue sent tosill 
student© on mail** 
ing list 6 40 2 40 a 40
Catalogue sent only 
to- those defindtsi^  
interested In your
school 9 60 3 -60: 12 60
&  rather Sharp Contrast tO ' almost unanimous tlSO
of the mails in contacting students, Interview practices arc lees 
popular with Virginia colleges, though moot junior colleges us© them 
•to a 'considerable. extent*
Sight or 53*3 per cent of' the fifteen senior college® hare 
a staff member to interview prosfeotive students at their' preparatory 
schools^ * before the siudenbs -are accepted for admission*. Only $' or 
33*3 per cent of the senior colleges interview students at their homes’ 
before accepting them*. Eight or 53*3 per cent of the senior' colleges 
interview prospective students at the college before acceptance* By 
way of contrast* however, all fifteen of the colleges in this study- 
send representatives to tgeHega Bay1* .programs held by high schools 
in their section of the State* 'In contrast to- the infrequent use" of 
the interview by senior colleges, four of the five junior colleges 
use the interview with, students at their- Mgh schools and at their-
* ; V  '
•homes#. Only one junior college reports us© of interviews with- eiu- 
dents at the- college, and only three of the five colleges send repre­
sentatives to, *Colleg# Bay* programs held in nearby high schools*{for 
complete comparison on this practice, see fable 5*)
A - frequently, used technique of contact is the •High School 
Bay** held on the college campus* .it such a program students partici­
pate in a variety of activities* Many colleges which do not have a 
definite large-scale entertainment and' guidance .program do invite stu­
dents to their campuses for other activities* though tirglnia schools
1* the terms •preparatory school* and •high schaol,if are used 
synonymously in this study*
' fa-tkt&JtS' 'IE
tm  in
Practice Colleges....
Itanior
Colleges total$•*. ** **•!»#•* (20)
; : ; i i . . . : : .:._::i:^. l j u t z .. Ho.'.' I ..'"’....fe*rtr.,.
4 staff messier .inter* 
views prospective 
students at their 
high schools before 
• accepted for adisis* 
sion 8 33*3 4 80 f3U8 to
4 staff member inter­
views prospective
•-{* h| Jlk j-. ,Mk j£*%& 4mi,.'*£ uywg.students .at titeir 
homes before. they 
are accepted’ for ad* 
mission § 33*3 4 80 3 45:
4 staff member Int^r* 
views prospective 
students- at the col* 
lege before they are 
accepted s 33*3 1 20 f 4$
College sends, repre*' - 
tentative to »0ol3e@e 
programs -held %  
■high 'tchools in Its 
section 13 10® 3 to 18 * to
have m% tmlmn mp these justices to m&  e&b«®% the data
In fable’ i should be Interesting* three or I® per cent of the filter 
senior colleges hold *tiigh school Itegm** none, of the five- junior col- 
leges subscribes -to this practice* line or i® per <ss| of the senior' 
colleges and 2or 4® per cent of the junior colleges Invite prospective 
students to athletic events* In 4 .or 26*7 per cent of the senior col* 
legss end' 1 or 20 per cent of the junior colleges# prospective students 
attend dances as guests# In $ or 31*3 per cent of the senior colleges
and M or 4$ per cent of the junior colleges* prospective students or# 
guest# at ;^!5a^r 3>«y*- programs* Only one college, m senior collage, eon* 
eiders invitation of prospscl&we student#' to lectures as vetoed*!#- in 
pre^eolleg# goMenc#*’ 01#*tlafly,, -only one oeXXe§#. (senior) considers 
%  prospective student# in campus- fbxm discussion# on- 
tfbe Value of Bollege. Training* aa- worthy of use* Sine. or 60 per cent 
of the senior college# conduct students on a tour of' the campus build** 
lag# and a or ABper cent of the Junior college# follow this practice*, 
three or a© per, cent of the. senior colleges end -pone of the Junior col** 
leges- -prepare exhibits end cucperipents for the interest of prospective 
studmM*-
f {mMM 6 
*h£$h aoBooh bat*
Practice „ f /^ olie^ es.
I m i w  "J"m'
. .ioXXegi##. Total (20)
. ito*....J.'» ..’. ™ Z i s 2 " I 2 1 "  loi’ - '
college holds - wMgh 
school day or some, 
type of large^seale 
program on Campus, 
for guidance end- an** 
tertainsent of pro#*»
peotiv© students .3 20 0 0 3 15
Are -guest# -at atiiXat&o 
events 9 60 2 40 XX .55
Abieni. ooXXege daaoe# 4 a6*f 1 20 5 25
Attend May -Bay program 5 33*3 2 40 7 35
Attend lectures m  the
value of collie -trail**
ing 1 6.7 0 0 % 5
Participate in fcmm 
iiscuseioua of value 
of college training 1 6*7 0 0 .■* 5
four campus tuilding# 9 60 ■2 40 11 55
Visit ©s&tblta, watch 
exper is#Brfc# , etc* 3 20 0 0 3 15
51
■&£
the delegation of administrative responsibility for the 
admission of students is in sharp contrast between the fifteen senior; 
colleges and the fkm Junior (mm fable 7|* light or 53*3-
per cent of the senior colleges hare a facility committee on admission#* 
feet none of the junior colleges follows this practice* making a total 
of 8 or 40 per cent of tfee twenty senior- and junior colleges maintain^ 
lag a committee -m admissions* .Admission of students is the respooei-* 
Mliby of one official in 7 or-44*6 per cent- of the senior colleges* 
while the Junior colleges follow this practice unanimously* m&lcing a
§f total, of 12 or 60 per cent of the twenty senior and junior college#
1
S favoring the administration of admissions by one person*
2 f '$MM - 7
aMiiafiatifB aiapoiraitihiff fti 4*100101 of gftjsw&s
Practice .Colleges
3 Junior fetal (20)
Me* -..J L _ 1^..,... ...Mo*
School has a f acuity 
committee 00 >adsds*
sioas $ 53*3 0  0 8 .40
Admission of students 
.is 'responsibility of 
one person 7 46*6 5 100 M 60
In several cases the college presidents are listed as being responsible 
for the admission of" students*
Considerable variation .among Flrginia. colleges is the Case 
in regard to academic criteria for admission* as la shown in fable 0* 
Senior colleges -appear to bare considerably higher selective standards 
for admission than junior colleges*
f JMM $
M m m m  mmpjiu m u  jmzsszm
Practice d m Sgr..pges CoBjKSrn' leges Total (So)
■Z'JjLL^ . ZZ .........■ :..-l.'.T.T
Upper half of pro** 
paratory or high 
school class
. ri.
7 46*6 0 0 7 35.
"0" average on high school work $ 33*3' 0 0 5 25
High school d%*Xema 7 46*6 0 0 7 35
Admit on diploma 
only 3 20 4 80 7 35
16 high school 
units a 53*3 1 20 9 45
15 high school 
units 6 40 2 40 B 40
■Transcript of 
school record. 13 86*6 5 100 18 .90
Seven or 46*6 per cent of the senior oeXXsgss reported that they re« 
strict enrollces to- upper half of high school or preparatory school 
claee* five or 33*5 per cent of the settlor colleges reports# that they 
accept on the basis of a *C* average* Three or 20 per cent of the senior 
colleges reports# that their only qualitative "eeiliiag" Is a high school 
diploma* iLmong the Junior colleges the only qualitative "ceiling* men* 
ttoned is the possession of a high school or -preparatory school diploma 
which 4 or 30 per- cent of the junior colleges require* Practice in regard 
to the- umber of preparatory or high school units required is not uniform 
either among junior or senior colleges* Sight or 53*3 per cent of the 
senior colleges require 16 units for admission, while 6 or 40 per cent
of the senior colleges require if units* One college did not specify 
the umber of units required* One or 20 per cent of the junior colleges' 
requires 14 units, while 2 ■ or 40. per cent of them require if mils*
Two junior colleges #1# sot mention any requirement# in this- respect* 
Thirteen or 86*4: per- cent of the fifteen senior colleges, reported' that 
transcripts of high school records- ere required, while -ell five of the, 
junior colleges reported this requirement*
As shewn in fable f* a vast m&jox&tigr of Motor colleges' in 
Virginia require a specific pattern in preparatory school or high 
school work for admission, while- a. majority of the junior- colleges do 
not prescribe a pattern, of preparatory school work* The fact that 
moat junior colleges have high school departments may have a hearing 
on this difference# m me pointed out by one junior college presi­
dent in filling out the questionnaire* 4 total of f or 33*3 per cent 
of the senior college# do not prescribe a specific pattern of work*
The remaining 10 colleges make .such a requirement* four or 80 per 
cent of the five junior colleges do not prescribe- a pattern of work, 
while one college does .make a pattern requirement very similar to 
that of the majority- of senior college#* In regard to specific pat­
tern requirements, 10 or 66*6. per cent of Hie senior college# require 
units- in English! while the same number and percentage require unit# 
in aathematic#* &$m  or 40 per cent of the fifteen senior college# re-, 
quire unit# da foreign language! four or •26*6 per cent- .require units 
■jn ©eleneef and 8 or' 53*3 par cent- require unit# in social studies*
The one junior college- making specific requirements list# them in 
laglish, mathematics, and foreign language* It may be noted that tk#
five. senior colleges Maying m  specific pattern requirement are State 
tnebitotlcm, while the senior colleges -having infinite pattern require** 
meats are privately controlled, with the exception of one State school* 
Siat of the ten colleges requiring certain preparatory or high school 
subjects call- for 3 unite. 4a English, while four institutions specify 
4 unite in English* Colleges requiring mathematics specify f to 3 
units, fn most cases, only 1 unit of social siMisa is listed by 
those schools specifying this subject* lost schools requiring foreign 
language specify 2 units, bub one school in the study still, requires 
$ yearn of Latin or % years of Latin and 2 years of another foreign 
‘'language* toe other school requires 3 units in one foreign language 
or a units in each of two foreign languages* Both schools are private 
colleges for women* ill, schools requiring laboratory science Me t  only
1 unit* SiWB 9
or e wobk: sb bxkui mems» i ^ u n i
Practice isnior'Colleges Colleges
total (20)
.-.........,t. M*r~r .. Ho*
Ho specific pattern 
require# 5 33.3 4 so 9 *5
Esquire units in 10 66*6 1 m 11 55
Esquire units in 
Mathematics m 66*6. 1 m 11 55
Esquire units in 
foreign language 6 40 1 m 7 35
Esquire units in 
■■.Science 4 .26*6 0 0 6 20
Esquire units in 
Social Studies a 33*3 0 0 8 40
m m -  colleges evaluative an the personalities
of the prospective students $& emphasised* Fourteen or 93*3 p m  cent 
o£ the fifteen senior eaiiegee and 4 or 80 per sent of the five- |unior 
colleges require. m eoofMentiai- report on student personality by the- 
high school principal* $i»e or 40 per seat of the- senior alleges and 
$ or 60 per sent of the lunior collages require letters of reooismenOa  ^
bien from acquaihbanoe# of applicants*~ IiT3 or W p e r  omW o£W& 
senior colleges end 1 or 20 .per sent of the Junior colleges* applicants 
ere required- to be&e psychological. tests which are considered a part 
of -dsts|p#re^iislte for admission* Only one college {seniorJreported 
the ^ ms© of personelity rating cards- made oat by the college official, 
who latenriews each prospect for admissioh (see fable 10)#
1#
m m  wm® mmmmtmn wm%®m
Colleges Total (20)
. . ; . J L t :..'.'.
Personality rating 
card made- oat by col**-
lege official who in* 
terviews .each prospect X * 4 * 4 0 0 i 4*4
4 confidential report 
on student*s persona-*
11%  %  the high school 
principal 14 93*3 4  80 18 90
'letters of recKMwnda* 
ties from acquaintances
of applicant required f 40 3 60 12 40
Applicant required to 
tahe psychological 
tests considered-a 
part of data pror.&€p&» 
site for admission 3 1  s o 4 a o
All except -one of the Virginia ©eXiegeii in this -study -reported 
that, they -have the- so-called '"Freshman Week*w eat aside at .the beginning 
of each school session fey special orientation emphasis for the'benefit 
of new students* the one college not reporting this practice was a ■
_ Junior^ college*, la 13 or 84*6 per aent_of. jbhe. jgemtor ^ collegea and. -in. —  
4 or SO per cent of the junior colleges# 'this program .was reported to 
be directed by-a fac*0%-studetib committee# while in two senior col­
leges the program is entirely directed by- on# faculty member* Is all 
colleges bolding: special, orientation programs, upper-class student 
leaders participate in guidance discussions with -new students* " " M m  
all fifteen senior colleges and in 2 or 40- per cent of the- junior col­
leges# each freshman has a.. special faculty adviser during the - orienta­
tion period* Bom©: type- of opportunity is offered freshmen to meet all. 
'■faculty members during the orientation .period in 0 or 53*3 per cent 
of -the senior colleges md in 3' or- 6o per cent of ■ the- junior colleges* 
lost of the colleges* both junior and senior* are somewhat lacking in 
-»follcw^throughw in -orientation in any organised, class font* only 3 or 
20 -per- cent- of the senior colleges having special ^orientation* courses 
of one semester or more in the curriculum# Hone of the- junior colleges 
listed such an offering*,
the,length-of time Set-aside for special orientation of fresh*' 
men- varies tremendously from school to school* one school reporting only 
one day for this work*, while others reported varying periods up to eight 
days* the school using' the - eight-day period, .has as pm% of -its- ^ Freshman 
Week1* program a- frashman ©amp* which may account- for the long period of
time .needed* A hhree**day period m e  reported, most frs^tomtly# #£* 
collages refortfeg: this number of day©# (For tatnfler presentation 
of efresliiien Week’* practices* see fable IX*)
1SES IX 
«FBBSISIAH IggSSEg* 3$£8£IC&$
— _ _____ freest£&&j_____ Sen?1'l" '. dhniSr..Colleges __fetal (PO) .
„ M a ­L - X J J L l .-.1,^#l^,..,r,.^r^..,.l.. .’. , . Bp*' . '■"*fS
Allege has *special* 
freshman Week- program. lts 100 4 80 If 9f
frogram directed by 
faculty^student eon** 
.mittm  with faculty
13 4 80 17 05
Entire program directed 
by one facxflty. member M 13*3 0 0 a "io
Upper-class student
leaders- participate In 
-guidance •discussione 
with new students r W ago A 80 if ff
Bach- freshman during 
orientation 'has 
faculty adviser If 100 a 40 1? if
During freshman Week 
new students hare - 
opportunity to -meet, 
members- of faculty * e*3- - 3 ,00 n  ff-
special ^orientation1* 
course of one semedter 
or -more,in curriculum• 3 0 0 3 If.
Standardised tests are need during the special orientation 
program for new students- by a majority of tbs colleges included in 
this study*, fm senior colleges and one Junior college report me 
standard tests giren during this period* 'Among- -the psychological tests#
the Oouncil teat m©':-reporieg m  the meet popular among senior
nollegas*.-’10 or 66*6 per seai of them nsihg It.* the jnnior eolieges
i^eh-repcsrte^-the ms© of i»teil%ei^'teeta 4iairihmtM their "ehel#e# :
m m g  several* Great mrieiy m e  ahem la the report© of testing .pro*
'gram© for heir ©teiente dtetog.the orlehtiiMaii ported* A lm§m 'mrn^ m -:.
of - the-, eoileges giro- only the- American Connell psychological teat -ehd:
on Bmgiish teat* (for a netsiioii .freaeatetlaa. of preeliom
’ 5 > * * * r ’' « 
mm®$. colleges la regard to ©taiiOeriiaei teat© Onriag orientation* see
fahle 12*)
f Asa^ B 12
m%  ‘or atA«OA^f» tssw ,pmhg w $&b$mb mm*m>mim
v * ■ ’ • t ‘ ^
•tfpe.of. test . ,?,'#SSar 1 1 1''Colleges :
Ihnior 
... College© ,. total (20).., . .- ._ . r..i. .it. ._
'%: ’• ;;; . l.
. American Connell, •
f  ayohipio^oelL... 30 66*0 . 1 m 11 35
English' ?•■ r::M. 3 60 it 60
foreign. hsnipcag© ■ ‘3 m I 20 4 m '
Hatheiaatiea *,., S -.33*3 0 0 f * 23
ieolai iolmo#' ■3 20 0 cfo » ’ is
Science.- 3 20 0 0 3 is
Oonlemporary Affair© a 3J*# § 0 2 m
Beriae4. Alphas Iowa i 6*0 0 0 X s
Beaming i. 0*6 a 40 $ is
Oil© i 6*6 i. 20 2 10
Ohio State i 6*6. 0 0 % s,
limsie i 6*6 0 0 X ■#
hiterary Ae^mimnianoe -.1 6*6. 0 6 I .#'■
f horniUce Intelligence 0 0 20 X
focatioaal Interest 2 13*3 0 0 2 10
Personality 1 6*6 0 0 1 I
foftiy 3$  or per cent of the twenty schools reporting make 
provision for counseling apart from the general work done by the dean 
of the college and the faulty (see fable 13)* However, the junior 
colleger are more remise in this respect, &oa© of them reporting: such 
service# while 10 or 66*6 per cent of the senior colleges do report' ; 
such a servioe*
tn 13 or 86*6 per cent Of the senior colleges, certain 
faculty members aid in counseling* this number and percentage: refer. 
in some oases to schools reporting a special counseling program, as 
weH as those whom  counseling is more unorganised* three or 60 per 
cent-of the five Junior colleges 'reported certain faculty members' 
used as counselors, though mm of the junior colleges reported a 
well-organised counseling program* One senior college reported a H  
counseling done by one person#
f&H»S 33
mmzsmmio® m camsmxm mmmm
Practice Senior" Colleges
TrW>*ifc#*«»junior
Colleges
total i m
-... % . Ho*' % rrr..-,rM,0*-'Tf-1-',.* .. ,
School makes pro­
vision for counsel­
ing apart from gone- 
eral work don# by 
dean and faculty 10 66*6 0 0 10 50
'One person does all 
the counseling 1 6*6 0 0 1. 5
Certain faculty mem- 
here aid in counsel­
ing program 13 86*6 3 60 16 SO
€0
4#- ®h&m in fable 14* comparatively little emphasis is 
giimn to follow-up testing as a part of the counseling program is 
Virginia colleges* fair 7 or 46#6 per sent of the senior colleges 
give foilew*up bests as a part of their counseling programs and only 
2 or 40 per cent of the junior colleges follow this practice.* The 
practice of giving tests through a central office is followed hr 5 
or 33*5 per cent of the senior colleges bat is not need «t all ~by the 
junior colleges* Among the senior colleges 2 or 13*3 per - cent giro 
the beets through rarioae departments* while both junior
colleges giving such, tests handled them through the various departments*
t m m  U
m w m * w  fisfisG m  & p&et of gduwseixbq fegoeam
Practice
Senior
Colleges
Junior
Colleges' total <a»>
||q# g T1.....Jfeii#^....,..$...,■ ..Mo* ..
Colleges. giving fel# 
low—up tests as 
part of counseling 
program 7 46*4 2 40 f M
tests given through 
central office 5 35*5 § C 5 25.
tests given ttenigh 
various departments 2 . 13*3 2 40 4 20
Careful faculty guidance of college organisations was reported 
by all. colleges in the study* m  is indicated by fable IS*. 411 senior 
colleges md all junior colleges reported that student organisations 
must be. recognised by the college administration before they are allowed 
to. function* In both senior and junior colleges* there is one' hundred
per cent agreement in requiring a  faculty sponsor for each' organisation* 
Mbswiee* m  ’*3mm%. w i m t s m m  -practice ■ is followed in allowing the or­
ganisation to choose'" its sponsor# 14 or 93*3- per cent 'of the senior 
'. colleger reporting the election of sponsors by the student: organise* 
tions -extd all fire of the junior colleges- reporting this .practice*
411 - of the senior- colleges, reported -the '.collection of a
special activities fee with one to lend financial. support - to - worthy
organisations and activities* 'While 3 or 60 per- cent of the fire 
junior colleges'’report the-collection of such U'■fee* in other tech* 
niques of guidance .for college student organisations* there was less 
agreement among the colleges of each .group sad between the groups* 
(for complete' tabular presentation* see- fable 15*)
fgSUft 15
< M W  rnrnmm mmrnm mm rnimm ommzmTims
Practice ^Serilor
yM^RMI---
fouler
._,.rl^ 5>rja.)eg«jBi(.
total (ao)
.^ ....R|^ ..._^ J^5,,.r..l .,,. .% ..
•frganisstions: w m t  be 
recognised b y  admin** 
iatration before b&* 
lowed to itoebtsu 15
,......... .
100 s aoo 20 xoo
nach organisation Has 
faculty sponsor 15 4 Q§ 5 100 a m
Sponsors elected byes* 
ganisation ' 14# 93*3 *f? loo. 19 95
sponsors appointed by 
college adiDinistratim : ,lf 6*6 - - # *  .40 3 115
finances in of 
organisation 9 60 1 20 10 50
Point sysiam controls 
number of organise-* 
tiona 'to which siu**. 
dent may belong 9 60 2 40 IX 55
62
f&BLE 15 (ecntinued)
mew, t o w s  m&mwm mm. mumn mmmmmm
Practice '^ iSuwr' .Colleges .
Junior 
. Colleges Total (20)
1 ’ ,T,Lj^ o*.'r ... He* .
lefteite scholastic 
re(pidromont made 
for participation 
In activities 10 66.6 2 40 12 60
Organisations in 
general supervised 
- by stndanbHfeenlty- — 
'board 7 46 I 60 10 50
Organisations in 
general supervise 
by student board s so' 0 0 3 15
Organisations in 
general supervised 
by faculty board. 2 J3 1 20 15
Organisations in 
general supervised 
Sy one administra­
tive officer' a 13 1 20 3 15
Ho central dlrecM,^ 
for organisations i 6.6 0 0 1 5
College collects 
special activities 
fee and backs orga­
nisations financdaiiy 15 100 ■f 60 is 90
College publications 
editorially super­
vised by faculty
sponsor f 60 f 1» 14 70
#■ Q m  school has B&m appointed and some elected sponsors*
** two Junior colleges have some appointed and. some elected sponsors.
I'immmk
Colleges in the study indicate concern far the placement of
students after graduation* as #bo*a in fable 16* %m 11 or 73*3 per Cent 
Of-the senior' colleges placement is handled by one administrative officer*
While 2 or 40 per cent of the Junior colleges .folio# this practice* In 
only one college' (senior).wee a committee reported for the adminis-tra* 
tion of th© placement function* lit 3 or 20 .per cent of the senior col­
lege© and. .in 2 or 40 per cent of the Junior colleges,, placement m s  
reported to- fee the responsibility' of each department 'for its mm students* 
to# Jnhlof college reported no- placement service whatever* though defi­
nitely concerned for the proper placement of student# upon graduation, 
Virginia colleges do not appear to encourage greatly the placement of- 
students in part-time Job© in. the college community while attending 
school# Only six of the senior -colleges reported that they make a 
definite effort to- locate part-time Jobs for students In the community 
during the school years, and only on# of the Junior colleges reported 
this practice*
TAiiLjb 1©
PLACBB4EUT
Practice x" Senior”'"''^" Colleges
%sr«itu*** mmjunior
Colleges total (20)
Ho* . ho* ;! % . ..... .Ho*,..
Plaeemeat handled, 
fey executive of­
ficer H W i l a 40 13 65
T3*. -.^ * il in* ■ ii* A jiei;
fey" faculty com­
mittee 1 6*6 0 0 1. 5
Placement handled 
fey each department 
for its own stu­
dents 3 m 2 m f 25
College makes ef­
fort to secure 
part-time employ­
ment in community 
for students 6 m 1 20 7 35
Firginia colleges i,»cXts#e& in the #bu% ©i^ hfw^ sei. the la* 
portenoe of health service# to a rather marked degree* thirteen or 
S4*6 per coot of the senior colleges have completely equipped ioflnna^ 
ries on the campus wfetl© A or -if par coot of the junior colleges ere
Similarly At|iilpp^ fj * &jjflreg* or 44*4 pea* (*Gkt& at this giattloy- anlllegea hn*&&
a fuXX^time physician with so off toe on the campus* light or 33*3 per 
cent of the sehior colleges hare a parb^him# physician with office 
hours on the <mm*pu#f. while 4 or 80 per cent of the Junior college# 
hmv# a part-time physician# thirteen of the senior college# reported 
either a graduate nurse or nurses on a full or part-time basis with 
three of the junior colleges similarly rporting* fourteen or 93*3 
per cent of the senior college# and 3 or 60 per cent of ■the junior ool» 
leges' .require a physical ©sasdnaiiom by the college physician ms. a 
part 'Of the registraiioist process for- the her students*, toe senior v 
college and- eh# junior college reports that health certificate# from 
the family pfejrsician are accepted a# the-health prerequisite for regis^ 
tration* In. contrast't# care taken in the health e^slaation of stu­
dent## only If" of 14*4 per cent of the senior colleges require health 
m r n ^ m M m  of employees . in the College .dining balls* while only $.©r 
60 per Cent of' the junior colleges require such: ejisminmtions* (For 
complete data on health service©* see fable 17*)-
In religious .guidance the senior and junior colleges were 
rather sharply at variance in their- prescriptions of attendance at 
religious estereisee by students* Ghapel attendance was reported
5  65
W8&& 17 •
tatpAfn&fiiji Jrl DEJctvikViio
Practice slSegle
' ' r* 
Colleges r f o t A  i M l
r^W^,,^ jtear..rv->»^ W.3l.i...^
College physician full**- 
time’ Mth ea#ssma'm<w
flee 7
College physician part** 
time with campus office
<4,6*6
hears a 53*3 4 SO 12 60
Graduate emsree full-time n 76*6 f 60 14 TO
Graduate nurse part-time a 13*3 0 0 2 10
Completely equipped in* 
finaaiy cm campus 13 86*6 -4 80 17 6$
trcMblem aacle- tm h®§*> 
in college 
coEmnabity for, cases mot 
hamdleil I© infJrmary a 53.3 1 ao 9 45
ProMmipm made for hos­
pitalisation in com­
munity instead of im- 
f Jrmary 3 20 1 20 4 20
Physical by 
college-employed physi­
cian .part: of registra­
tion process 14 93*3 3 60 17 85
Beaith cerMfiesM.fro© 
f amily physician no* 
©opted m  health pro** 
requisite for registrar- 
Mom. ixi lieu of examina­
tion 1 6*6 1 20 a 10
Periodic official- inspeo* 
tiom of water supply 15 100 4 SO 19 95
;fiiried&<§ -official inspect 
tiom of ©file: served .J*5c- so 5 100 17 85
Periodic official inepeo* 
■Mom of food served 9 60 1 20 10 50
.Health examination of 
Giming-roo© employees 10 66.6 3 60 13 65
66
fs^iirad to 30 or 66.6 per cent -of the senior colleges and In 4 or 80 
per cent of the Junior colleges* ©me senior college holds chapel each 
dajf* while 3 or 60 per cent'■•of the. Junior college hold a -chapel, service 
each dor# Senior colleges* however* 3*F acre stress upon faculty direct 
Mom of religious activities and 7 or 4-6*6 per cent of the senior eel** 
leges employ either part-time- or full-*time directors of religious act!**
wittes* while omXy-ome Junior -college -provides^ such directiom. Esquired---
church service attendance is the practice in all five of the Junior col­
leges and in 2 or 11*3' per cent of the sealer colleges* {For a complete 
tabular ppesentatiom of the- above end other practices to religious guid­
ance* see fable 1#*)
f&J&K 1$
.Practice MeuierColleges
'SwSSr f r— J I w M •—
Colleges fetal (20)
• , Ho*ZZJf^Z .. Ho* _...&.— ...^
Chapel attendance 
required' 10 66*6 4 ao m
Chapel «e|Ch day 
{whether required 
or mot) 1 6*6 3 60 4
Chapel, at least once 
a week (whether re*- 
quired or mot) la m a 40 14 70
m  regular chapel 
service a 13.3 0 0 a 10
Full—time director 
of religious acti- 
vitiea 3 ao 0 0 3 15
Fart-time director 
of religious acti­
vities 4 26.6 1 20 3- 25
Bafimlte effort to 
arrange contact be- 
tween student and. 
denomination of his 
choice 13 66*6 5 300 IB 90
6?
TABLE IB (continued) 
RELIGIOUS GUIDAHCE
Practice
■"iSKioF---- -
Colleges
....gtmat'dsf"'
.. Colleges fetal {20)
Ite* 1 . " f ;’""J;11 Mo* .%  -. < *,’•
Sunday church service 
■ '' iait«ttdance zeczuired. *  13.3 5 100 f  33
X. U. C. At and/or 
X. If* C. A,, or eimi"*
----------- - -- - —-
lar student' reii* 
gioue group main* 
t&ined U  96,6 3 60 17 83
The writer '.la keenly aware that the data presented In thie
efespieb of the study do not completely cower personnel services' Sb- 
twenty college# reported* /lewever* in the survey 'he tes tried to 
cover tha^ faftin services usually referred. to: m  a part of the personnel 
program* in a college* 'fn this section of the study only a straight 
descriptive and tabular analysis 'has teen ntt4if$edt coaparisons and 
contrasts being drawn only between the two groups -of colleges and among 
indivMusl colleges:# Malysis of personnel practices of - Virginia col* 
leges in relation to the personnel practices, of other college groups 
and in the light of expert thought will he presented in Chapter If 
of this study*
wJuiMrXliUll xv
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Bata -contained la the questionnaire form© filled out by twenty 
Virginia college© ©bow a growing recognition of the Vital importance of 
adequate personnel emphasis in higher education* On the- other band,. it 
is apparent, -from the data# that many inadequacies are present im bh© 
personnel programs, of the participating colleges when'their 'practices 
are compared with those in other institutions and -measured by the prin­
ciples adhered to. by leaders in thinking on problems' end techniques In 
peraosmel worh^
though much evidence of real progress in Virginia 1© revealed;#
there are many points on which a large number of-the participating col-*
leges have not approached the ideal expressed by the- Committee on Prob**
lems and flans. In Education of the -American Council on Education .in 1937$
• This philosophy- imposes upon educational institutions tbs 
obligation to consider the student -as m whole— his Intellectual capacity 
and achievement,; ■his emotional mahe^up, M s  physical condition.,, his social 
relationship©, ’bis vocational aptitudes 'and. ©Mils, M s  - moral and religious 
values, M s  economic resources, bis aesthetic appreciations# It. -puts emr 
phfisia# in brief, upon the student m  a person rather than upon M s  Intel* 
leotu&l tsraining alone*1-
tn this section of the study some- of the implications for stu~
dent personnel .practices in Virginia colleges will be noted* Iferiows-
student personnel practices of colleges in this study Mil be compared
to practices reported for fifty Presbyterian, colleges In HeGraeken1©
2
study and to practices reported, by Haggerty and Brumbaugh in colleges of 
1* American Council m  Education, fhe Student personnel- Point of
JOm* W* H*
If
■ ■ %to# Worth Central tosei^attofi % -throughout this chapter comparative.
references will Ip mad# to the colleges to the## too studies* Footnotes
wiii-moh he: used • except'-wbto# tt*q^cl% ’ fesedNd# .1m evidiiieti  ^priictio## 
k '. ,\ 
to'to# 'f^eebyterian colleges, to his study* McCracken used a jury of m&*
pert# on- personnel problems*. .• the view# of McCracken*# #&j>ert Jury. will
•he cited to evs&oativ# references to practices to firginia. ; tothorita-*
tive comment hotel to” OMpterfll of Ttois study and: any - other appropriate
comment by writers to toe field will he- cited to bring out topXtoaiioBS
of toe study for student personnel work to. the participattog -colleges#
Comparative tables will be used, whenever poetical-#.
•iEflKaWft
Statements of purpose |«#e Fag# ^  ) subad/fcbed tor,the comment 
of the colleges were prepared* of course* to accord with th#, vises of 
leading authorities on personnel work* In .part they are the. same state-* 
meats used by McCracken to his- study* the similarity -of wording and 
presentation' to not sufficient* however* for tabular comparison*
'Bm&pt for' three stotements, a- majority -of toe ^colleges- marked 
all to# statement# *e^r#mely toportant.11 the etoeption# .were statements 
four# help students- discover: chief toterest#a-| five* %o. aid, stodent# 
to evaluating their own abilities to tanas ' of vocatloiial obi|#ctives#| 
and •eight*" '*to aid to. social adjustment of individual students*11 these 
statements were rated ^ toportant* or % # i  of great toportance.# In con* 
toast* 70 per cent, of the colleges rated statement. thre©, *to deal with 
case# of mtodjustosnt*- as *extremely important*11 ' the above variation
3. M  Slaident College ana Uclverelty.
may indicate the .ne&d for more ''emphasis to. Virginia student personnel 
programs upon personal am# vocational guidance to prerent maladjustment 
and time' lessen the need- for dealing -with this problem*
toother rating .to especially interesting^- twelve or 60 per 
cent of the colleges gar# statement 'one,- ^to relate student purpose :. 
and. ability to the curriculum® an ve&tromely important11 rating *5 How**
' ever, sto schools said it ■ is just !»importantw: 'and two said it ie: *noi 
of great- importance*® -Similarly, -60 per cent of the colleges-rate# 
statement' two* ®bo advise -in the selection: of courses 1* ®e&tosinely .to* 
porhsmh*® while seven' schools s&id'it is ® important* an# one said it to 
®mob -of great importance*® these ratings seem to- indicate on the part 
of some schools- a Hake it or. leave it® attitude to regard to curricular 
choice and. a failure to evaluate properly the importance of guidance to. 
selection.of courses*
fhough it would, he:-unfair to participating colleges to speeu* 
late on specific Implications of their ratings of statements of purpose, 
>-.&t seems .reasonable- to suggest- that the ratings appear to show some 
schools to he stressing a rather, conservative academic- viewpotot on p m *  
soi»u#i-empl»toj# 0h-tt*s otte*,li@nd, a majority of tfcs'piarttoipaitog 
colleges subscribe to purposes to line with- the American Cornell .state­
ment on personnel/worh,. ,^ uoted- on Fag© 68 *
Oyaanicatton 'pf thb ffftol, Program
From the data- it appears ’ that Virginia colleges do not stress 
central organisation of personnel services-* : to shown' in 'fable. %, Fag©45, 
only 6 or 40 per cent of the fifteen .senior colleges to the study have 
direction of these services centrally organized' by cue, and to one case
two, officials*'! Four of the five Junior c@ll.eges have central admtois-, 
iraiion by one person*; WMm- senior -eoXXsi## have a faculty emiMfiftj 
four- senior colleges and one junior college report no central co­
ordination whatever^'
test aotoorltto#-^^ ©tress central-ad#-,
ministrative co-ordination as fundamental to-efficient personnel'w^k* 
One sente^e^frm^^S^^^^uotatim' 
an# imito serves to illustrate this view*;
Ho matter how many services the institution wishes to pro­
vide for it# personnel ■ program^ no matter'' how these services are- 
combined into constellation#,' no matter which one# ere emphasized** 
no matter how adequately or'inadequately it'to possible to .staff the 
services, bo matter 'the extent to which it'to- possible for the tostruc- 
tional staff to participate in' personae! .program, the- program wm%- be 
headed Up- by some one person^ * ‘
& study by Bturtevant*. Strang* and. MoICim sports a trend to­
ward -centralisation of personnel administration to one person over 'the 
decade 1926-1936 among 336 college#,, centralisation being reported by" 
fifty-five mot® school# to 1936 than ;to 1926*^
If the 'views of these authorities' are assumed to be sound*; 
there ,1s- much to be done' by a large- number of Virginia schools to" pro— 
riding more efficient central administrative organisation for; personnel 
- services— since 25 per' cent of toe twenty participating- colleges report'' 
no co-ordtoation whatever*, .and $0 per cent, report no -central administra­
tive co-ordination by one official*. Certatoly this writer would not
f ‘
suggest-that each college should add a'personnel director to its staff*, 
however helpful such an addition might be* In many cases, toe placing 
of co-orbtoabioa duties to to# hands, of a reasonably well-trained member 
of toe present staff who has toe necessary personal qualifications (see
' &t 4  student Personnel teogram- fcg iMtor. fducatlon*
5# Sarah M* Sturtevant, Buth Strang, Margaret Hoff to* trends to 
Student Personnel Wqrk* Hew fork* teachers College* Columbia Hniveraity* 
'.19m* pt 5f*'
:page 36, Chapter II) will go a long way toward securing needed improve­
ment in. the personnel program*-'
In recruiting students for 'admission ant in giving them help** ‘ 
.fal pre-college, guidance, firgiiiia eeilefe# in this study'lean heavily : 
upon contact with students by mil rather than Upon, personal contact 
by a college representative*
tfesrJy all ( $0 per cent. ) participating' Virginia colleges 
compile a-mailing list of prospective students*: in even larger per­
cent of the Presbyterian colleges and Borth Central Association col­
leges do this, as--shown hy'fable If* However* as shown by the same 
table, flrgfmiii schools are wore MberAI in mailing out catalogues, 
bulletins, and brochures, than schools in either of the other two groups* 
fable 2 shows that 53*3 per cent of the senior colleges and 
BO pm  cent of the Junior colleges or 60 per cent of the- twenty ■ col** 
leges in the study employ one part-time official to -head their- program 
of pre-college guidance# this person does not necessarily interview 
students, for in many cases the dean or president was listed* Haggerty 
and Brumbaugh*s study shows 54*9 per cent of the Berth Central Associa­
tion schools employ a full or part-time Af ield representative^ who has 
as a primary- function the. enrolling of students* A .majority of .the 
fifty colleges in fte0r&c&enf8 study likewise employ a Afield representa­
tive0 on a full-time basis in fifteen of the colleges*
Personal, contact .practices, when ■■used* -seem somewhat incon­
sistent among the firgtoia schools* Individual interviewing of < prospec­
tive students by a college repre senta&ive at high schools or homes of
students is only mildly popular-with senior colleges, but very widely 
used by junior colleges* As shows in fable 5# tags 49* $3*3 per cent 
of the senior colleges Interview individual students at their high 
schools* while 33*3 per cent of the senior colleges interview indivi­
dual prospects in their homes.* Both types of interview ere used by 
30 per cent of the junior colleges* ^respective students are inter-, 
viewed, at the college by 53*3- per cent of the senior colleges, while 
only Z> per cent of the junior college# use this type of interview* 
Respite the warm interest of the junior colleges in the first two types* 
as a whole the colleges show only to per cent interest in individual 
interviews with prospect© at their high schools, 45 per cent interest 
in interviewing them at their hoses, and 45 per cent interest la later-, 
viewing them when they cos© to the campus*
these percentages show Virginia, colleges to be- swerleeMng 
in large measure what can be a most helpful technique 'both in guiding 
the student to or from the institution and in guiding his development 
after he gets there* Cowley and ether* point out the trend toward, the 
use of the interview and its desirability If properly used, in the. 
followings
Increasingly, educational institutions are personalising 
their interpretation of entrance' data by means of the interview- in 
which recorded data may be weighed against the information collected 
in that interview.*- this personalisation of the 'admissions procedure 
•is desirable*, provided' that' objective -data are given proper weight and 
are not outweighed by 'the- attractiveness of the student1©, personality 
and by other factors which may have little significance for scholastic w 
adjustment*^'
A strong advocate specifically of the -home 'jnbervtev by the 
college representative is 0* II* Peebles, pre-college counselor at
6* ^Educational Ootmseling,*1 pp* 34-35*
mBlverside^BreokfieM High -School, Eiveraldet Illinois* Mb ^uotsd in
Bhspier II of this study, 1m declares that this typo of interview '*adds
important, necessary tnfoa^tien#- and should aid in the student*a adjust*
faent.and in tmild&ng M e  educational pappgrwa#*'
In sharp contrast to - the failure- of nearly fifty-per cent of 
the Virginia colleges to -use the tedividml interview with the prospect 
live student at the high school, at the student1 s home, or at the col**.
lege is their almost unanimous (90 par cent) accord :£& sending repfe**
*;
sentatives to ^ College lay**- programs at. high schools* Senior- colleges, 
who appear to dislike the individual interview most, arc 100 per cent 
In their 'participation in these programs* fable If shows how much 
more the fifteen Virginia colleges in this study stress■this type of 
contact than do the freshyterlan colleges ’ (64*7 per cent) In the study 
made, by McOracken and the Ho-rte Central Association colleges (60*4 per 
cent) in that of Haggerty -and Brumbaugh*
the extreme valuation Set By Virginia colleges' upon, high school 
^College Bay11 participation is shown to he open to- question %  the fact 
that tee jury-of personnel experts used in the McCracken study, did'hot 
agree m  it as a desirable practice* Peebles1 comments may be referred" 
to''te. this connection -as Illustrative' -of tee views of at least some- of 
tea -high school counselors-* As quoted In. Chapter II of this study, he 
declares that tee
^college day1*' program has .not worked, well# .Most- col**- 
leges are -opposed to this method* It makes tee routing of tee repre* 
sentative difficult, wastes hie time, and-puts him in the - embarrassing 
non-prof esslonal class of k  ^barker* at a country fair* I believe teat- 
honest. research would indicate teat little constructive guidance results
7* ^ Cooperation in Oounaellng**.
II
from. the ^college day*W
"While purtloipstlng Virginia College# do not th any la © taaoo 
employ a- .p^fessipnal ^ fleM representative* to fcan4i# pre^eollege guidance 
o# prospective students, _ com# school# do fkdlew a practice generally 
frowned on lay authorities on |Ksrsonnei work, namely the use' of the faculty 
generally in. the toliei^tiom.of ■ silent#* W  the school# in the -study,
25 per cent .us# faculty members generally' for this purpose. ' .is shown 
in fable if ■ none of the l^eabyierian group follow this practice- and only 
f*6 per'cent Of the Hortb Central .Aasooiattoa. fseboel# of both group# '.use 
several picked faculty members for this work* MeCrac&eu*# jury of per* 
sonnel experts rat## the us#' of faculty members as' undesirable*
though Virginia college# in this study, as just 'indicated, 
almost unanJUfiously (90 per cent) participate in group 'guidance contact 
with" prospective students through 'College Xktys* held bar high schools, 
they show little interest in group guidance of high school students m  
.guests on their own mmpmmm* -Only three colleges (15 per'Cent) of the 
twenty participating In this study bold ‘’High School Bays.#11' & somewhat 
larger ■ number entertain students at various events or take them on tours 
of the campus, as shown in fable 4, fag# 50* Only mm college lists 
lectures on value of college training and forum discussion on value of 
'College training as 'types, of guidance' offered visiting prospective' #$$*» 
dents* these data on types of emphasis seem to imply that college# think 
more in terms- of entertainment and advertising than in term# of - funds* 
mental student counseling* though authorities consults seem to be in 
some .disagreement on the value of the *high school day technique,11 it
8* ^©operation -in Gouascliat**
76
mm. be pointed out that maxteetm gnid&nee value should be provided the 
visiting student when this technique is used*
‘r&nTw iQIJeMdiiZtJLy
m m m m m  m m m m  m  fmsoumM m m x m
,ni'1J Wcctice W *  SiB^es fe^terian' ‘ ■3 i; "ir iv ■
1 -:. * ..... ,:rrw  ■ iJir”T .. .1 "
Compile m&-%lXng list m 95*8 87*2
Catalogues to all on 
mailing list 40 25 aa*7
Catalogues sent to 
Madted number on 
mailing list 60 75 74*4
Bulletins, brochures# 
etc*# sent to -m» 
tire’ mailing list 85 62*5 45*4
dtxxd representative® 
to "College Bay*
programs at high 
schools 90 66*7 60*4
Certain faculty mm** 
bars solicit stn~ 
dents 25 33*3 33*7
Faculty generally 
gives time to «&» 
roHmsnt work m 0 3*6
Mm&m&m A  Ssstimtet
On the whole matter of admission of students Virginia colleges 
in this study show a degree of individuality that results -in a picture1 
of statistical confusion (see fables 7* Page fl$ 8* Page 52$ 9$ Page 54$ 
and 10, Page 55)* 4s long as this condition exists, college admission 
officials, in the opinion of the- writer, have no right blatantly to 
criticise defective educational counseling on the part- of high schools#
Vtogtoto- collsiee dtosgree <wt tea sateop for
admissions* 40 per cent of teem having a eommtotee on admissions, while 
40 per cent ptit tee entire responsibility of admitting students in the 
tends- of one per000* Most authorities- -favor' committee -work**
tog with the- director of admissions*:- Itoyd**lohes and Smith,, for - example, 
say ** ***** ****.*te should ter# an advisory eoimaiitee which will help - 
shoulder tee responsibility for policy making, difficult decision, ©bc*11^  
Academic requirements £>r admission by colleges in this steady 
W |  greatly, both in quality and pattern^ as shown in tabular presented* 
tions in fJtetpter III of tee steady *, Eating to upper half of the high 
school claes- is reported as required- by 35 per cent of tee colleges* a 
*G* average by. ^ 3 pir eenti attainment of marks- requisite for a-diploma 
by 35 .per cent* tee remising percentage, not reporting on this item* 
Sixteen units are required by 45 per cent- of tee- colleges.! fifteen units 
by 40- per cent of themf tee remaining 'percentage- betog- nnrepGrted*
fable 2® shows comparative .practices on several items* For 
■ m m m p le, Virginia schools to smaller percentage (35 .per eenbj^r equlre 
a high school diploma than .the Presbyterian .group (68*0 per cent) and 
tee North Central- Association group (64*9 per cent)* ini on requirement 
of transcript of record,- letters of recommendation* principal*e report 
on personality, Virginia colleges give affirmative replies to much- -larger 
percentage (fable 20)* On tee- requirement of' a psychological test as.an 
admission requirement, the •disagreement takes another direction:, 20 per 
cent of Virginia colleges requiring it, 35*4 per cent of the- Presbyterian
9* 'A iMtet- £ l § g »  & &  Htohflfc. Muoatjpn
10* the author, believes teat some of the deans-must have overlooked, 
this item to filling, out tee questionnaire; hence, the exceedingly low 
percentage*
7B
colleges* and 42*9 per <smt of the&orth (Jonir&X Association ■colleges' 
making tbe'reioiremeab* 7he ms© of'such testa is'*M5b^ ©a desirable ^ 
by the McCracken jury of experts*
I much larger p©rc#bag® "(35 per ©east) of Virginia schools' *©#;,- 
quire upper half standing in een&or.,1' classe-s than is th© ossa ■ with ^ orth 
Central Ae-eooiutioa #©li©g©iS {9*2:per cant)* the same is true to m les-- 
mr degree in- requirement of *C* average* Virginia c©XXeg©% 25 per- ©©mt$ 
Horth Central mXXMgm 43*1 per cent*; 'Pate were not available' for a 
comparison with 3h*e®byb©rian ©©XXege©. in the McCracken study*
In regard to pattern of academic ©oris required for .a4ai#siomt 
a majority (55 per' cent) of Virginia colleges In tide study are con­
servatively adhering to specific subject requlrementa* Among the. fifteen 
senior: colleges only- five (33*5 per- -cent) require no specific pattern# 
while junior colleges: are- .less strict*, four out of the- five in the--study 
requiring no specific pattern* M- shown In fable 9# there is little uni­
formity in the required pattern*.
fh© writer would, not pres-m© to.' suggest that participating -col-* 
leges-discard, a'pattern- requirement* It is true, however* that the need 
for such a requirement Is being questioned* Dartmouth has abandoned it 
(see Bag© 27 for .catalogue statement)'* along with a -.number of other dis­
tinguished foliage®* such as Colgate and Sarah hawrenc©.* authorities* 
such a® Cowley (quoted'Bag© 27)* are producing evidence to show- bhat 
,scholastic, ability and not the amount #r specific pattern of work taken 
is the best qualification for- success in -collegiate studies'*
the whole situation on admission criteria as revealed by the
questionnaire data from twenty Virginia ootleges shows a degree of con­
fusion that makes evident a need for co-operative emiu&tiom of admission.
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practices and criteria by the colleges*
■t m m  so 
mrnmmtm mtmmm msmcu
Practice 1fca* -Colleges fresby^rian 1* 0* A*
.......... -JT..................................................................
High school diploma m 68*8 ■6**9
transcript of high 
school record 90 79*4
Report by principal 
on students1 per-* 
sonalities 90 47*9 40*1
letters of recom^ - 
mendation from 
acquaintances 60 47# a®
Psychological test 
as admission pre­
requisite 2Q 3 M 42*9
Bating in upper half 
Of high school class 35 9*2 unreported
Require BC« average 35 13*1 unreported
Much mere uniformity is acted, among participating' colleges in 
regard to orientation than, is show for admission practices* A study of 
■ •sample orientation programs- {see illustrative programs in Appendix) ye* 
’reals practices w r y  similar to those engaged in by colleges in the 
Presbyterian group 'mud in the Horth Neutral Association* fhe greatest 
variation among- the- Virginia colleges nap reported in regard: to length 
of time given over to »Fresfcmaa Week** ranging from one day to -eight- 
days*
Considerable contrast to practices of Presbyterian and Borth 
Central Association colleges in regard to standard tests glmm during
$0
tfe# orientation program is evident* On the whole# a smaller percentage 
of Virginia schools give various objective tests# ae shown in Table 22* 
It will be noted# .also# that Virginia schools are behind ($ per cent) 
in giving ^personality tests in comparison ■ with the Presbyterian group 
(22,9 per'’^€|t) and the Bortfe Central •Association group (17*4 per cent)*
^ABpS ai
C0MPAMTIVB OBIIMATXOft PBAGTIGIS
.Practice Va* Colleges Presbyterian H* C. A *
.
Student has special 
faculty adviser 85
.........,
97*9 94
General orientation 
course Is offered 
In curriculum for 
follow-up 15 58.3 56
.in even greater contrast is shown In regard to ^follow through® 
on orientation* Only IS per cent of Virginia schools offer special 
courses for subsequent orientation# while 58*3 per cent of the- Presby­
terian group and 56 per cent of the Berth Central Association group offer' 
such, courses* tee jury of personnel experts used in the McCracken report, 
rate such a practice as desirable# Other authorities agree in this view* 
It would appear# therefore# that Virginia colleges In this study might 
consider the possibility of more stress on subsequent orientation*
Generally# Virginia programs compare well with the provisions 
common to most Berth Central Association colleges, and reported by Brum­
baugh# as quoted on Pages 28 and 29* Chapter II* of this study*
$1
n m M  n  
m m t t c m  in ® ! »  m a m  m x m n m m
Practice fa# Colleges Presbyterian M» O* 4*
.:... Jl.... .•
American Council 55 72*9 53*9
Otis 10 s#3 9*6
Ohio State 5 S,3 13#i
English 60 85* 4 73*4
Heading 15 27*1 30*9
Mathematics 25 ia#s 19*5
Foreign language m 27*1 15*6
Science 15 6# 3 9*a
Social. Science 15 2*1 4*6
Music 5 2*1 2*1
Vocational Interests 10 4*2 6*4
Per sonalily 5 22*9 17*4
M  shorn In lable 13, Page 59, only 50 per cent of the Virginia 
colleges offer a special counseling service aside from general work of 
the dean of the college and the faculty. Hone of the Junior colleges 
offer such a service# Eighty per cent of the colleges say that certain' 
faculty members engage in counseling work# In many cases, Virginia col** 
leges are small, and it may be possible to provide counseling without 
additions to the administrative staff# if ter all, the availability of 
counseling by qualified persons (see Pages 30*33, Chapter II) is the 
matter of greatest. concern! not the specific form of administration #
$2
ft can be sugges-ted, however, that Virginia schools which do not at 
this time have well co-ordinated counseling program© should consider 
their’ needs in this: respect and the possibility of improving the coun*. 
seling function which is calculated to become more and more important 
in, a world of perplexing complicity and breath-taking change,*
Most Virginia colleger reporting a special counseling service 
use a follow-up testing, program where needed • However., the percentage 
(45 per cent) giving follow-up tests is slightly lower than the per*. 
centage (50 per cent) reporting a special service* Within the college- 
groups this difference is more significant* Of the senior colleges;, 
66*6 per cent report a special counseling service, but only 46*6 per 
cent report follow-up tests* though junior colleges do not in any 
case report a special counseling service, 40 per cent of them report 
follow-up tests given through various departments where needed* These 
reports would seem to- indicate a possible need' for careful study of 
the value of foXXow^up tests of various kinds as a part of counseling 
in Virginia eeXXege©*
Group Guidance**pi uiwwiwwwJe* *p<*p»
Though there are numerous variations, the general pattern, of 
practices regarding student -organisations in Virginia colleges conforms 
as well or better to Brumbaugh1s guiding principles (see Chapter IX,
Page 34) than does the- general pattern of practices reported for the 
Presbyterian group and the Worth Central Association group (me compari­
son, Table 22, Page 61) * Most of the practices adhered to by Virginia 
colleges are rated as desirable by the. jury of .personnel experts used 
in McCracken*© study of the Presbyterian group and by leading writers
in the .field such as Stx^ ng^ *hloyd~iTones .and Snihh»
t m m  23
m m m m t m  m  m m ^  m m m m
fraetice ' Va » College© Presbyteriaii H* 0* -4#
J E I 1 I Z : ^r-r-.-..P.,.T-..!..1- :$L .,...
Each QWgmXmtXon
a^ oftw-
'ser moo 7 9 88
Sponsor© elected by 
organisation W 64
’Sponsor© appointed %  
adminisl^aiion 29 19
Snpereiaed by student 
board 15 » 10
Supervised by' facility* 
Student board 5 .50 4S 49
Supervised'by faculty
* board''" m 10 f
Supervised by one ad**
minisiraiive officer
!.
15 4 13
Mo central ‘direction 5 8 1  l l f l s n i s
actisriiy fee- collected 
toy adEEdBi© trat ion . 90 83 83
Eoint: system cpntrols 
par^cifation in 
-s^ganieatem; ( '• 50 38 .42
Scholastic requirement 
for participation
a* * 1
6 o  i n  i n o  t o o  iI P  4 R A 8 1 E
* f ^ va<^ aools report -both .prmotice© ant are 'ooiai^ id''tMee*.
li» Hath Strang, Prone '.Victfgjfries |a College^ Secondary School 
S m  fork, Harper '& Bros., 1941, pp. 49-56.
12. A Student Personnel Prograiafor Education, pp. 165-186.
u*6 A, rt r#*T m S'itl
Virginia schools, a© shown in fat&e- 16, Chapter Ilf * Page 63* 
show rml m n m m  of their graduates* Of the twenty col-
legee and Junior eeflegee la the study* 60 per cent specify placement as- 
a duty of on© administrative officer* the percentage (73*3 per cent) 
naturally being higher -for the senior as contrasted to- the Junior col- 
leges (40 per cent), since may graduates of the latter' normally go on 
to other' institutions and need educational counseling rather than specie 
fic placement sM# Is the iorih Central Association, m  reported by 
Haggerty ami Brumbaugh, 76 per cent of the colleges maintain special 
placement offices-#
While Interested in placement after graduation, Virginia schools 
are not' as enthusiastic about helping -secure part-time Jobs In college 
co^isities for students in 'school# tniy 33 per cent follow this practice# 
On© co-education school reports that part-time employment in the community 
is discouraged* fhie view is in contrast to the practice of Iforth Central 
Association colleges, S3 per cent of which maintain offices to aid in se­
curing part-time employment for students while enrolled (what percentage 
work on the campus is not stated)# Haggerty and Brumbaugh report that 
over 90 per cent of the students in. some Of the Worth Central Association 
colleges -hair© part-time employment#
Se$3&k § m & m .
T Health services provided by Virginia colleges compare favorably 
with those offered by the Presbyterian, colleges in McCracken*© study and 
colleges of the Worth Central Association# Several comparative items are 
shown in fable 24+
Inconsistency is evident* for all, three college groups in one
particular of their health prograia* Nearly half ot the Virginia 
■CJf por eenij and North Central Association colleges (4$ per eeab) 4d 
net require health examination© of employees in their dining' halls* 
ffea Ihresbyberi&n collages ar© even more remiss on this it©®* 91 par- 
0©n% not requiring a. hfN^ I-tb i t  1# not• necessary to ©it$r 
authorities to demonstrate bow this overnight .night nullify to- con­
siderable degree the medical .and other health service© provided in such 
laudable percentage by the various, colleges Cnee fable 1%  Chapter HI* 
fag© 6$)-«-
iiWSt 24
mmmtLtzm mmmmm- Bmimxm mtmm mmm
Practice fa* Colleges Preslayteriaa N* 6# 4*
.:i:iz. LLIL ri....... . _
.Services of ptoysi- 
©fan available at 
times other than 
at regular exsmi— 
nation m a* 60
Completely ©clipped 
infirmary m NO DATA 55
Physical ©xaiai&ablon 
' by oo3llege-*enpXoyed 
physician part of 
snrollsent m 77 49
Health certificate ac­
cepted as health pre­
requisite in lieu of 
examination 2$ 26
Periodic official in­
spection of dining 
■hail- food m W 013F'<#6
Health, examination re­
quired Of djplng ball 
amployees 6S 42 55
t« religious guidance, colleges in this study are
not greatly different from Presbyterian colleges in the McOfackea study 
and collages of the Morth Central Association {mm fable 25} * Virginia 
colleges arc slightly less strict'in requiring chapel attendance (70 per 
cent) than are the Presbyterian colleges {&# per cent) or 'the Korth Own* 
tarnl Association colleges (7# per cent)* On this point they would win 
the:- praise of many of the personnel experts- used as a jury in the study 
m&m by MeOraohen* since they rate required attendance as undesirable*
t m s  25
m i s m  wx&*tfe&
Practice V&* Colleges Fresfeyterian If# 0* A#
.1.Tmnn;rn
Regular ■chapel ex­
ercises m 96 72
Attendance .required' , 70 $5 ■76
Church attendance -re» 
quired 35 m 21
' As shown in fable IB, Fag# 66, of Chapter XIX* there is eon* 
sSderable disagreement among Virginia colleges as to the carious prac­
tices# In one college which holds no regular Chapel services, a full-** 
time director of religious activities among students is employed* this 
may illustrate, in the opinion of the. Writer, a trend away from the 
prescribed, religious' observances and toward an .indirect stimulation of 
students to- think for themselves on religious matters* ^ In the senior
group, 46# 6 per cent of the colleges employ either part-time or full­
time directors of religious activities# One Junior college (20 per' cent)
follows this practice#
egtnaa:. gBMHuuaiaap m m
1* Considerable conservatism and %ca&emic flavor1* in personnel • 
emphasis in a few colleges is evidenced by the ratings of statement# -of 
purpose* The mating# show, in a number of case©, dtoorepancles between 
the purposes of .different colieges and. toeoasisteuey between the purpose# 
of individual colleges*
a* 4 very definite lack of emphasis on central co-ordination of 
personnel service# to.' a considerable percentage of college# in the study 
Is indicated* the fact that 25 per Cent of tie participating colleges .y. 
report no coordination whatever for their total personnel programs and 
another ^ff per cent report only committee direction points to inadequate 
knowledge' of trends in .personnel administration and well-founded recom­
mendation# of authorities in the .personnel field*
3* the variety of pre-college guidance practice indicated by the 
data shows a. lack of and need for -cooperative study and co-ordinated 
effort fey the colleges in 'this important field* Inconsistency to pro** 
college guidance- techniques and failure- to utilize certain techniques 
of proved value emphasize need for Careful re-evaluation of techniques 
used*
-4* d@neraX confusion’ is shown in regard' to administration of admls- 
sion -and to academic -and personal criteria required' of student© applying 
for admission suggesting the urgent need for co-operative evaluation of 
admission practices .and efforts to coordinate and Improve them* the con** 
fused state of admission practice© serves to emphasize the obligation of 
colleges to. co-operating with each other and with high schools to making 
known their standards and procedure# m  that prospective student# m y  be 
guided to prepare themselves adequately to a:s©cohdhry school if they 
expect to attend college afterwards* It to .indicated that almost none 
of the college# use psychological tests a# an admission prerequisite*
3* The .data indicate a fair consistency to orientation practice 
which compares favorably with that of other college groups and follows* 
to the main* 'principle#' advocated fey .personnel leaders* the -essential 
difference- to practice appear# to- the length of time devoted -to orient#** 
tion rather than -to the general type of emphasis* The principal defect 
to orientation practice- to the failure of most college# bo recognize the 
value of follow-up techniques, such a# orientation course# for one seme#-* 
ter. or longer to the curriculum*
6* Most colleges are shown to recognise the value of counseling, 
but utilization of a special counseling service by only 50 per cent of 
the- colleges indicate# lack of progress to implementing this point of ^
view* Only 45 per cent of the colleges report- giving follow-up objective 
tests as a part of counseling* which implies that many of the colleges
mfeel testing to to©- merely a *youtine# of *Fresbmen Week’1 rather than an 
aid to be used in counseling throughout the college e&perience* Follow-* 
up tee to are given through a central office in only 25 per cent of the 
college© reporting their use,, being given through various, departments in , 
the other 20 per cent of the- colleges ’ so reporting* fMe "seatier method* 
of testing obviously mates tee keeping' of accurate records by the counsel­
ing' office difficult and. is not 1u accord with tee best thought on personnel 
practices*
7* fh© use. of approved practices of guidance with student organise- 
tlon© in most institutions is- indicated*, they compare well with those ; 
of other college groups# and live up in large, measure to guiding, princi­
ples stressed, toy personnel leaders*.
#* definite concern for placement after .graduation Is shown, and 
a special placement service- is provide in a majority -of' tee colleges*- 
little concern "is shown for .placement- of students in part-time employment 
while- enrolled# indicating a' need for consideration of tee- merits of 
aiding students to help themselves- In off-tee-campus jobs .in tee college 
community*
9* The health serfice 'tompbasi© in 'Virginia colleges participating, 
in the study- in general compares well-, with emphasis toy other college ■ 
.groups* However, serious single defects are uncovered, .-such as tee fail­
ure- of 35 per cent of the colleges to require 'health-laminations of 
persons foundling food. in. college djuing halls*
10* Concern is shewn for religions guidance, m great variety of 
practices- being'reported* In some practices-, participating Virginia -col­
leges appear somewhat more liberal in their viewpoint than other college 
groups cited for comparison*
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In securing data on personnel practices in Virginia colleges, 
the questionnaire reproduced "below was used*. In effort was made, to 
provide as objective a questionnaire as possible, but it was realised, 
on receipt of completed questionnaires from college officials, that even 
its broad survey of items did not adequately provide for all the difw 
fersnoes .in methods of personnel work,
the reader will note that the word ^guidance” is used id the 
questionnaire * later in the study, however, the author decided,- on 
the advice of his graduate committee and after studying the literature 
to the field, to use the- term ^ student personnel program,^ as indicated 
to Chapter I of the- study. The questionnaire follows#
httto& mov iwifisceroww & tpt?yUiy&.wvJs* IS> IfLumM&Jaij®
.Same of . ,,. ..,  . .
I* Underlying furpose of Guidance
JU Chech { ) the rating considered by you most- appropriate for each of 
the following statements of purpose for guidance program#!
1* Extremely important ( ), important { ), not of great importance ( ) 
To relate student purpose and ability to the curriculum-*
2*. Extremely important ( ), important ( }, not of great importance ( ) 
To advise to selection of courses*
3* Extremely important ( |> important ( )-, not of great importance ( ) 
To deal with cases of maladjustment*
A* Extremely important { ), important C ), not of great importance ( )
To help students to discover their chief interests*
3* Extremely important -( ) , important ( ), not of great Importance ( )
To aid students to evaluating their mm abilities to terms of vooa**
tional objectives*
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6* ftet&ttBi&y important { ) $ important { ) , not of great importance ( ) 
to enable potentially failing students' to 'improve quality of work#
7* Extremely important ( ), important { )» not of great importance C ) 
to help student© f©»-■..© satisfactory philosophy of life* ’
M* ..Extremely important { ) , Important ( }* not of great importance ( ) 
to aid in social adjustment of individual student*
%  Efcteomaly important ( }, important { )# not -of great l^ortance ( ) 
■ to bring ■students to. a'realiaa^oii-of a need: for definite #ioic©e., 
and. to help them, «ke thee© choices wisely*
10* Extremely Important { )* important ( )» not of great importance { J 
to help- all students to a level of achievement commensurate with 
ability*
ll*-. 'Mst other
II* Organisation of foi&X Guidance Frogram.
a* Check | ) organizational set-up * that describes your school best*
{ ) 1* One official, co^ordimtee various activities of entire program*
H o  or her mama .,.... ..,...   ,....,.,..,................ . . . .. . ..
Sis or .her title/  / .  .7  7.7....1 '..77 7. 77. ' 7 , .7.77
C | Full-time is given to'"this’ work*'
I } FarV'tim© 1© given to this work*
If psrt*»tis*e* -©hat other duties does this official havef Fleas©
’H a t*...,      .., ..: . . :  ^  , -: .... ,, ..   ...       .. . .,... . . ...J.
{ ) 2. Central co*ordlnatlon of guMan©© handled by a tmrnflty committee 
on guidance *
C ) 3* Wo central coordination, -each- guidance service operating ind.e** 
pendenily*
tUn tre-Gollfm  inline©
km Gbeek I ) the items characteristic of your school!
1* Recruiting and selection of student. prospects for fall registration, 
handled by*
( ) a. One full-time official*.
Same.  ., . ~  ■ .. . ......
title
{ % b* Several faculty members participate* there being: m  definite1
centralisation., of authority*
( } e* k faculty committee on enrollment*
( j d« the faculty generally co-operate aggressively to solicit students*
( 1 ©* So effort to promote- omoXlmmt of students*
7 .v
( ) t* A list of prospective students is made each year .for purposes of 
contact by mail or otherwise*
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| } 3* A college view^booklet or other promotional literature show­
ing advantages of college attendance is sent to- prospective 
students on mailing list during the year prior to fall regis** 
trailon*
( } A*- Catalogue is sent to all prospective students on mailing- list#
Catalogue is seat only to those definitely interested in your
school*
( ) 5# A college staff member interviews prospective students at their 
high schools before they are accepts for admission ♦
C J A college staff member Interviews prospective atudeats at their
homes before they are accepted for admission#
( ) A college staff member Interviews prospective students at the
college before they are accepted for admission*'
{ ) 6« Representatives are seat to ^College Bay11" programs held by 
high schools la your section of the state#
( ) 7* A "High- School ©»y#* ^Suh^yresijman Bay#.1* or some hind of -large* 
scale "invitation* program is held on campus for purposes of 
group guidance of high school students- in' section of state 
where college is located*
#■* -Sigh school students' attend or participate In types of soil* 
vities cheokedt
i ) a* Guests at athletic events
( |. h* Attend college dances
% ) c* Attend: May lay program
i ) d. Attend lectures’ on value of college training
( } e* Participate in -fonsa discussions of value of -college
training and; where training need for profession alms 
of students- may he obtained 
{ | f * Attend movies depicting campus life of host college 
I ) g* four campus- buildings
( ) h* Visit eachlbtts* watch e^erAments* -or hear discussions 
for purposes of guidance by professors .in departments 
tii which students -are interested
IV* Admission of Students
A* Check ( ) the- practices adhered to at your school*. Please write- 
out titles or departments where indicated*
( ) 1* School has a faculty committee on admission 
{ ) 2* Admission of students is responsibility of one person* '-His 
title ................         .. ............
it What are your academic criteria for admission? (flease check items 
required)
( ) 1* Upper half' of high school or preparatory school class 
(’ ) 2# Sigh school or' -preparatory school diploma 
| I of 16- units
( ) of 15 units
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{ ) |k Transcript of high school or preparatory school record
( ) 4* 'tG11' average on high school work
.{ J $# Bequired specific subjects for admission 
Met subjects. ani number of • wits to each
eceiusmioe# etc#,) units
( ) 4# Ihen an# -If students are admitted without having graduated 
from high school or preparatory school*, .state total unite
( | f# Ho you accept so-called Sppeei&X* studentat If so# pleas® 
state prerequisites for admission .,......... :r - ,    r.-.:,:.
( ) if FIm m  Chech ( ) which* if any# of the following data* 
other than academic record mm considered In admitting. 
students?
( ) a# 4' personality rating, card made out by collage ©&* 
fleiaX too interviews each prospect for admission*'
( ) b# 4 confidential report on student1 a personality by 
the high school or preparatory school principal*
| J e* letters of recommendation from acquaintances of 
applicant
( ) d* ,1® applicant for admission is require to take
psychological touts# the result of which are con­
sidered a .part of data prerequisite-for admission*:
V* Orientation
i* please check ( ) the following items that are charnetsr.i$t±e' of 
your orientation of new students!-
C ) 1# College has m special »freshman leek# program
a* Somber of days at- beginning of school, year set aside 
for this purpose of special program. .....
{ ) I*- Please check if you give -intelligence# placement* or other apti­
tude tests to new students during ■ orientation program*
C* If you do give tests#. check ( ) those meet hy you?
1* Psychological!
{ } &* American Council 
( ) b* Ohio &&&te 
( | c* otis
( ) 4* Others (Please .list them).,. . . . ,., . . ,. ... . ... .
.#*• Subject matter tests!
) a* English ( ) &« Foreign language { ) g* Social Science
) b* Beading ( ) e* Science ( |h* Music
) c* iathematics ( I f* Beligion
( ) 1* Others {Please list!. .. ... . ., , .. :. ., ..T.
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3* Cther#*-
{ .j cu Personality
|, } b* Vocational Interest
0. leederQkip of *Fr©shman Weak11' program* flease check ( . j items*
I- < ' •
1* Program directed by faculty^s.tudent committee with faculty 
member as chairsian
title of cbaigmn.^ . ,. ... . -:, . . ,
f©aching: departments' and executive office# represented by 
faculty members on oommttte# . , .  , .. . . . , -. ..... ..
'%+ Satire- program directed by on# faculty member 
His title . ' .-......       .
5* Student leader# take part in .Ms-cussioms with new student#-* 
Activities snob a#I
( ) a* Explaining and answering question#' on honor system 
( ) b* Explaining and answering #u#atiom# -on various student 
club#' and activities 
{ ) 6« Explaining and answering questions on various college 
'traditions
4# Approximate number of faculty member# who take .part- 'in die-* 
onsafona . . .... ..:. . i departments or executive branches 
usually' ^ ^esonted ii^lea##-MstQ-.............;.....-;......,, T    .
( } 5# Bach freshman during orientation* period- has special faculty
adviser or-adviser#-*
( ) 6* boring- ^ fVemtsmsn Week** all mm- student# have .an opportunity
to mm t all member#-' of faculty*
( J y7# A specific course is in the curriculum for one semester or 
more to continue and co-ordinate orientation -activities*
Iff* Special Oounaeling Service
A, Fleas# check ( ) the following item* to indicate the set-up on coun-
seltag in your school#
( ) IV School make# .provision for counseling apart ftm the general 
work done by the dean of the college and'the faculty*
Z* Special- counseling program is directed* as follow#:#
C ) #• By oh© .college officer* Mrnrn . .... s
Title.'..... _. ....... ■ .*
C | b* -Counseling director- give# fhll^tim#' to duties
( ) c* Counseling director give# part-time to duties
If part-time*, what are M s  other college duties?
(Pleas# list#.. .L....... :.. . .. .. .. . . ...... ..._ ,..,.. .^.rH..
( ) d« Counseling director has specific duties in connection
with college discipline
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8* Counselors-
( ) 1* 411 counseling done by on# person
( ) Z* Ipimited number of trained faculty members act as coum-
sopors*. in addition to any work done in connection 
with registration*
( ) I* lost of the facility are used a® counselors 'in addition
to work ion# in connection with, registration, with stu-
dents assigned to each*
( ) G* School has a -testing bureau* fleas# ebook ( )
C J I* f asts given by .director of counseling
3* if test# 'a&8l^air«t&r has teaching duties,, in what 
ieoerti^tf _'. ... .... ., .„ . .
{ ) J* tests given by various departments but not through a 
central office.
C | 4* fasts given in addition to those at registration*- 
( ) a* further tests-of scholastic aptitude 
{ ) b* Achievement tests 
| | c* .Special aptitude tests 
C J 4* test# of interests and personality
( ) 3* Outside everts-are called in to give tests or to &d- 
vis# students on fecial personal' problems*
( ) a* fsyehologists (testing everts,, guidance special*
b# Fhy^ciens and medical 'experts 
e* Psychiatrists 
d* Social case workers 
informative on test results released only to counselors'
Information on test results released only to students
Information on test results released only to faculty
tests given to all students
tests given only at request of students 
feats given only when suggested by students* professors 
( ) Fee charge students for tests
( ) 6* students are supplied with special books and pamphlets 
to guide them in vocational choices*
V3BU Group Guidance through Campus Organisation* Fleas# check. ( )
( ) A* Bach organisation recognised by the ■administration before allowed 
to function.
( ) 8« Each organisation has a faculty sponsor 
( ) C# sponsors for organisations elected by the organisation 
( ) Sponsors appointed by college administration
( > B* financial affairs entirely in hands of organisation
( ) 1*. foint system controls number of organisations to which a student 
■can belong
( ) F* Definite scholastic requirement made for participation in acti­
vities
( ) it Campus organisations in general supervised- by student board
( ) Campus organisations In general supervised by f&cnlby^sittdenb
board
Campus organisations in general -supervised by faculty board.
One administrative officersi
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C ) Ho central direction
{ ) B* College collects from students a special activities
fea by which campus activities are backed financially 
( ) t* College student pUbXlcation# editorially supervised by 
faculty sponsor
nit* Placement* PIm m  check ( }
( } A* bandied by o m  administrative officer
X* Heme . ..    , . , i title.., .. . .
( | 2+ FuXX~tlme given, to placement wo^t's ( ;
to placement work 
I* duties other than place»it# If any^
( | B* Placement. ■bandied: fey a ^ IbouXiy eaomlitee "
| J Q* Placement handled by each.‘department: for its own students
IX* MiaceXXaneow#* Please check ( )
A* 0heck the following in regard to healths
Single college physician with office oh otfttpia#
Part-time college physician with office tepa on campus 
FuXX**bim© graduab© nurse or nurses employed by campus 
health service
Part-time nurse or nurses employed 
Completely quipped infirmary m  campus 
Provision made for hospitalisation in college, community 
for cases not handled by infirmary
Provision made for .hospitalisation In college community 
instead of Infirmary
Physical, eksminatlon by coXXege^employed physician, or 
physicians a part of registration process 
Satisfactory passage of college health mmdmMmi  a 
prerequisite for final registration, 
health certificate from family physician:, accepted -m 
health prerequisite for registration
Periodic official inspection made of college water supply 
) Periodic official inspection of milk for dining- room.
} periodic official Inspection of food served in. dining m m
} Health examination© required of all dlnIng~ro©m employees
b; Check 1 > the following in-regard to religious guidance#
C ) X* Chapel attendance required
{ ) g» Chapel service (either required or voluntary) each day
( ; Chapel service (either required m  voluntary) once a week
( ) Ho regular- chapel-, services
( ) 3* Employ full-time director of religious activities- on 
catspu#
( ) Employ part-time- director of religious activities on 
campus
| | 4* Church service attendance at some church on Sunday required 
( >5* definite effort made to arrange contact between student 
and minister of his d^ioainatioii in community 
£ ) 6* On© faculty member designated as religious adviser, to 
students
( ) 7* X* 1* 0* i* and/or X, 1* C* &« groups maintained on campus
S* B^aarks on religious emphasis  .-- - ,■.-.   - -.-: ■  r:-,?— .rB-
( J 
f »
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•t* ' fill; in and check. I ) the following i& regard to. student* 
a id  f.
■I*--Humber of students receiving « W  few of stndmt^alil, „. ■ ,>
-Per -cent of students receiviof' atud<»tHaM  . -.-&" Total
Mttamt total aid per tfeai* u:.. . t Iir«*ig#
( |$* ■!$* I* &+ aid la used in student 'help program'
C )3* College operate# a student Iona fund 
| )4. College. makes definite effort to locate pert*time jobs : 
for student# la- coimmuiity
B* Bbeok ( I the following in regard to housing!
{- ) 3U ■ Ihriually agreeable o!»n§## la room© and roommotoa allowed- 
within a given period after opening of school la fall 
C } • 2* Study counselors are prodded la- dormitories 
C ). 3* 'Guidance director or guidance eommitt## hae definite 
participation -la .polics^maklag on housing :
{ } 4* Housemothers required in fraternity or sorority hone#®
m m m m : cmmbr
ft# *fr#sbmsa HSamp|** which la a part of the orientation pro* 
gram at WaaMagtoa -ead l*ee Boiimrsity, h#3Hngbon# Virginia, 1# described 
la ttoo following excerpt from a Balirorolty leaflet*-
fhe Fourteenth Manual Washington end' I## Freatman -Camp will • 
be bold at Camp Ikntetan, eighteen mil## from iesdtngtan, from lb#- after**- 
noon of Friday, Sepi#i$^..12, tp the morning: of Monday,' September If* ' 
fh# camp is open to- all new men entering Washington and Bee, up to the 
capacity of Hi# camp*
fb# Wm&tmm Camp is conducted by the Washington -and Be# ad* 
•ministration^ under the direction of the Bean of itudents^^^fh# chief 
purpose of the camp .1# to giro to the new men an Introduction to- the- 
life ■•and- conditions- at Washington, and 1##* - this introduction bakes 
place wilder the.most favorable mirroundings, apart from the whirl and, 
excitement attendant upon the.first week of college. It offers to the 
incoming student a chance to become acquainted with representative mem* 
bars -of 'Hie faculty* a' few outstanding' upper-class student leaders* and 
particularly other m M m &  of ih# freshman <&»#$»
the program: is an Informal one, mad# up of talks on 'various 
phases of'college life, such as the selection of one*# course,of study, 
the Honor System,, 'fraternities, religious work, athletics, and other- 
#xtra~eurricul&r activities* .interspersed, with these talks are indi­
vidual and .group discussions of various, subjects connected with college
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1ife* Resident Gaines and the president of the Student Body will -.both 
be at the camp* Twelve specially selected members of th© faculty will be 
present far- the entire period of the camp* fhey will be elded by picked, 
member® of the upper ©lasses* the program Is purposely left flexible and 
mot too full, in. order to allow full, time for personal contacts ©ad the 
forming of college ec<|Uitimtamceshipa *
fhe physical e«pipi®at of Odmp Powhatan is modern ami complete^ , 
and its' location in t&» mountains is ideal for the purpose of the- camp* 
Ample opportunity for recreation is given throughout the entire period# 
Swimming, baseball, mi mountain hiking are- available*
fhe cost of the camp is $9*08 for each man* this amount in* 
eludes .registration fee, transportation to and from: camp, lodgining, 
meals, and ail necessary expenses* the application which is attached 
to this' folder, together with a check for' $9*00 payable to Washington 
and bee Freshman Camp, should be sent in. as soon, as possible,, as the 
mimhi&y* of mew mem that Can be accommodated is limited to one hundred 
and forty-five* the- first hundred and ten men to apply will be loused 
in the regular shacks pictured on the front pagej the last thirty* 
fire will be accomodated in- the Adirondack shacks, one of which is 
shorn on the opposite page*. In 'past years the number of appMcants 
has largely exceeded the number that could fee accepted* In event of 
cancellation before August If the fee Is returnable*
the m&p has in the past years met with the most emthusias- 
tic endorsement of the Admimistra.tion, the members of the faculty* and 
practically -every student who .has attended* 1% -is generally felt %feat 
a new student can have no finer Introduction to the work, the play, 
the friendships, the traditions* and the idealism of Washington- and 
bee than that afforded 'fey the' Freshman Camp*
©©ttWfMHMMH*
The following, 'is the. orientation program at Madison College,
Harrisonburg, Virginia* for September, 1941, illustrating some of the
better personnel practices in colleges for women i
Monday, $ a, m# ** lit.30 p*&*-~&egistration for rooms in- ■ the office 
of -the Bean of Women. Beglstr&tion of old students end new 
students with advanced standing***!*acuity room and Bead gym­
nasium*
6t30 p*»* * B of all freshmen# Wilson, audi­
tor lum* Student Government in charge*
8 P»m«— Open house in « U  dormitories..
Tuesday!8 a*m* * 10 a*au--Msetimg ©f all freshmen on ^Choosing a
' Ckirri.c^ .umt w■ iiiaon Hall auditorium* Advisers i President 
Suke, Bean Gifford* Mrs* Varner, Mr* Barber, and'Miss Shaeffer*
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- ’'!Sf$i30 a*m* ** 12 si If 10 **- 4 •p.m**^egl8iraii0n of o H  students 
end new- students with advanced braining*
1*30 ** $ p*m,-*^resbmen meeting with advisers in Wilson auditorium. 
3*30 p»rnm^Mm%lm ot ell WiA eebotarebtp holders, Wilson auditorium* 
7i30 ■<*. 9*30 O&rnivah In two gyms- and pool, sponsored
hr the Athletic Association,- and followed. %  dancing in the M g  gym*
fhdnesdeii*: Si30 a*m*. *# .12 «**. 1*30 ^  4  p#»*«^aegis^etion of 
room .end lead gi^ tesinm*;.'
4 * 3 0 B p.m***^eeiing of freshmen, Wilson auditorium* Or*- Weems**' 
^Health Education,*! Mr* Oogsdon^^Wsing the l&.brarytt and *Mcw to 
Study***
0*30 $*«*«•*&# W* party for #Mg sisters^ end ^little -sisters1* in 
Bond -gymnasium* ■ *
fhuradavt 0*00 a*m*~^EeguXar schedule of classes begins*
4*30 p*m*^Freshmaii orientation class meeting in auditorium,
111 sen M l *
6*30 0* fespers 'in Wilson auditorium*
fffcMaart 12 m.^Coilege assembly in- charge of f* W* 0. A*.
t p.m*^facuity reception of new students at «'iilleresb*;* •
■ii30 'p*m**«Sance in. M g  gym for -nil old students and for new 
students-as they go or retam -from the reception*
Saturdays f s*m*-~lQ a*m*^le©ttmg of -all frmlmm in Wilson auditorium for 
English placement tests. ■ {Students are -asked to bring with them 
large notebooks -or .magazines- on which they can write* 411 fresh** 
mm- who- have regular -Masses' scheduled for this peri ©I will, be 
excused for the special meeting.)
1 pfm**~4$eeting of local- pastors -with, their church -groups* (Meet* 
ing, places are announced in column 2 *)
f*30 p.m.-^Itoiion picture, *0heers for Miss- Bishop-,# Wilson &udi~ 
torium*
9 p*m*wMformsl dancing, M g  .gym*
fhe following is the orientation .program at Mchmond College, 
University of Richmond, Eichmond, Virginia, for September, 1941, 11** 
Xu&tr&ttag some of the letter personnel practices among firginia colleges 
for tmm
ioMay* liEl* 3&
1100*4*13# Assembly of all new students for anrtouncements,
University Playhouse#
1*30. luncheon meeting in Befeetory, lecture by President 
Boatwright, *8istory and Meals of the University of Eich**
mond**
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2130*5*$0# Physical emamlmtlone of mm students at Gidversity 
beginning of formal matriculation and assignment of 
facility Advisers ■ for 'mew students* •
7i3CM§t30* MseuaeiOii, fey leaders of Athletics, Captains of 0ar~
■ slby Tmem-0 the, Band, rep-r ©seatntives of Honor fraternities, and 
Social fratorciti:^*- '-Malcolm 0* Pitt, fr** President Student 
Body, presiding*
fuesday,. Sept* .&&
9-9*15* Assembly student leaders, Playhouse*
9115-9*45* Assembly' mm students, Playhouse* Assignment fresh- 
mac - to student -advisere* ’>
9*45*X2tl5* -Group ;»$0b$&g& of ireehmeu islth- their student advisers* 
X2sX5-i*X5* Assembly mm. studenis, 0niv©rslty Playhouse*' Lecture 
mm Hygiene* . •
• 1*30* Luncheon meeting in Befeetory, 'lecture fey Bean Pinchbeck,, 
•low the 0niir©raity hives and Worke*®
. 2*30-5*30-* continuation .of Physical oswfoatloa# and matricula­
tion of now students*
f*3CMt#3§* Pi-aensaion fey student loaders on Student Government,
Bon.or Gounc-Xl, Honor System, and Blannlitig' Domi^ ise.io*i-*
9*11830* Guidance and Flac^asnt'conf©ronco, Phyfties Poctnr© Boom* 
ld4» freshman class mooting and organisation of ifeetasn Class, 
fniversiby Playhouse*
It30* Lunckaon - meeting in Befeeiory, lecture- fey Coach f tsietXeibmlte* 
wfhe Athletic- and.'ffeyaical Education 'Program of the fniwroity of
A jktwtttvWM' ifcirKrcimjonct*
2*3CH5t30* Matriculation of now students, and assignment texts -and 
classroom materials* Wrmbmm physical anamination continued.*; 
-7t30*Gt30* Discussion fey leaders of f*H*C*A* Forensic Council,■- 
literary. Societies, College Publications, Camera Club, and E&dio 
ilufei showing of Campus Movie*-
9*00~E©gistration and .matriculation for upperolassemn begins* 
9*9$X5* Assembly student .leaden#- Playhouse*
9t 15*XQt45* lecture| *ffee of the' Library*** by Pr* Stevenson* 
Introduction of Mlss Lucy f hroc2aaorton# Librarian* Lecture by 
Br* Cousins* «the Place, of Bellgion in.. Student Life*® Short . 
talks fey Student Eepresentatives. of the tmpers Committee -and ' 
the- Ministerial Association*
11*42* four- of the. Library and visit to Westbampton College* 
X2**Xf25* Assembly new students* Playhouse* lectures on Study -and 
Cuarricetem by Professors Prince end Pinchbeck#
1*30* Luncheon meeting, Refectory, lecture by Professor Ralph 0* 
McDaniel,; .^Student Government and the Honor System*®
2s3O~A*30* Guidance -and Placement Conference, Physics Lecture -Boom* 
5-6* Reception to new students of M-cfemand and. Weethampton 'Col**-; 
leges by President and Mrs* Boatwright, President* & home, Boetwick 
Lane, easjpus*
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7*30^*30* deist meeting of Bicbmonsi and WmWm&ptm College 
new students, FXeyhouse* fmeidem& Boatwright presMing* Intro­
duction to the letefc Student Bodies of Dean© Keller and Pinchbeck* 
Program by ike Bntverstiy Players, the 0hoir# the 01## 01ube, and 
tfc# Marionette Bepertory fh#ct$r$* ■
Bs&gafe is>i- It
Sf30**3#2®, ilaiis## soot for all. students*
2*00-3*00* laboratory classes meet*
ifeinrdiiy* iSil* SSL
S*3iNXt20:*. SXasse© meet for all students*
$#pt* 31
9l30* .fesiuy School at the €f%' tearches*
.litOP*- Steck Service© off' the Campus*
7*00 j>«n* Vesper© la the Sreek fheaire*
«iasi aaipfc.jMr g p j a a
Mvtmg colleges of' the State* Virginia 7eob hold© os# of th# 
most elaborate gnidaitc# ari astortateseatr day© for high ©etool students* 
The following la the schedule of #f#mbs for. the program Is If41-1
7*30 ■«* 9*00 Begtstr&bion of' Visitors, lay Manorial Hall*
9*00 -10*50 four of Oampu© and (DoBpebeni .guide# #111 ink# 1
1 group© to the various buildings where. interesting exhibit# 
#1X1 be displayed* fiilbs to too barracks will complete the 
.tow*}
10150 -IXiJD ■ Regimental- Farad# in Honor of Visiting High School Itatar#*** 
tapping of low Member# by Scabbard and' ii#d#f Honorary MiXX- 
tary INaoiety#
12*00 -12*30 Badio Program* War Memorial Ball Studio# (broadcast w ar IBBi t 
Momoke# 960 kilocycle©),,
P. M»
1*00-2*00 Luncheon'atOolleg# lining Ball*.
1*30- . Departure .of fully Equipped Infantry Hnlt for two-dsy Field
Maneuvers*t
1*30-3*30 14ttl# International livestock Show,,
•Ii30*4f00 track ltotM?*. P* I# *#« tf* it* I#
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4*00-5*30 Swim- Im -College Pool* War Memorial Hall*
■6*45-7*15 Dinner at College Dining Hall*
?*45-9*G0 Program Depicting College -Life at ?* ?■*• X*, Adminis­
tration Building Auditorium (for detailed program 
see page 4}
m m m m  sm wmmmmMmmB
$fea$ to Bm. and Where to Find It— to facilitate high school visitors to 
■see what they are interested- .In fire tours' hare been arranged.* four-1**** 
Aga^eulturaX Hall, Dairy Midlag# Agricultural Building,, Agricultural 
Engineering laboratory, Bams* four XI^-BavMson Hall, Chemical Engineer- 
lag laboratory, Patton Ball;, Military Laboratory, four I:II«^ liiierai 
Industries Building, SIcBryde Building, Mechanical Laboratory, Military 
Laboratory* few IV— Business Administration Building, first Academic 
Building, Military Laboratory* four— For Science Students t Biology,, 
Obemistry, and Physics*
STUBBST BGBf 
Presents
7*45 P*.M*, April If, 1941 Collie Auditorium
1* ABBBBSS BT PHlSXMf— Dr* Julian A* Burruss is the first alumnus 
to serve as president of Virginia1 a land-gramt college* Be became 
president in 1919 and since that time- the institution has made tre­
mendous strides* While a student at feel*, Dr* Burruss wet- -a leader 
in student actinti.es* 
a* tmsxc Bf THE srnmm C0imms**~v* P* u  artists of smooth syncopa­
tion* This orchestra provide# rhythmic tunes for many dances on the 
campus and elsewhere*
3* THE MOHOH The success of Virginia tech’s honor system has
always' depended on the justified assumption that Techstudents can 
manage all of their affairs dealing with honor, 0* $• Brown, presi­
dent of the Corps of Cadets, explains how the system operates*
4* M&tiUb MBS DmGHSfMfXOH— Himbleness is quickly attained through 
the physical training- program directed by M* B* Blair, who is in 
charge of Tech’s intramural athletics*
5* XHfBODOOTXOH OF FOOTBALL OO-OAFTAIMB-ai^y Kitts, newly-appointed 
head football coach at Tech, will present Bill Tate and Sill gydiak, 
co-captains of the 1941 football squad*
6* FXMO SOLOS— Glassical selections rendered by Cadet G# K* Strother, 
freshman winner on the ’’Amateur Hour* sponsored by Tech’s X*M*C»A*
7* $BS ClfIMAM GBGiUKXMTXOff— Tech students-not enrolled in military 
are banded together -in the Civilian. Student Body, whose activities 
■will be described by its president,. M* M* BuSh*
B* THE GLU CSDB— Tocbmen are -given the worthwhile opportunity of develop­
ing their singing abilities through weekly rehearsals of the Glee' Club, 
of which Mrs* 1* D* Guthrie Is director*
9* SEXf*— M  Freshman’s Day in the Barracks,1* with Cadet €* ft* D* Vincent,
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mmhm of- the Umom Haste Glut* 1$ the title role*
!?*■ B* &*■ initial Jr*# .la director of 8a m  Mask which present#
■;f tee or three.-plays # $&&?# .......
:" io# a w ©  p m t  j m  m m m - m m  w  $mk. is proai or
Its highly trains! iaiet Corps* Iteiftresentaiivs cadets ea&ot the 
gumd mm,%, a £vm&%im that takes place amrr -afternoon when the 
gmr& is changed* the ggregtttsgr of presentstton of the colors will
g^lloe*
.11* MlhffSB! B4JIIM«& saial pared#' weald. act Be 'collet# withemt the/fie» 
oompanlpeat ef’iseriltl wsi# eat the roll of #raas* -Its# %t#i 1teiif 
- aii&er the direction of.'f* S*' Schaeffer, glims a #-eailai. 'to the
, pieter# of fe# life hjr placing as the last an&ber the tfigM* eoag# 
sfeeir
If# P* B* Siaith* fr*# ©treating ##3? leant, k Announcing.
i m
PARTICIPATING COLLEGES
The foil curing are the Virginia colleges participating In
this study. Quest!oimaires were sent to the deans and/or presidents
and were Pilled out either by these officials or by persons designated.
by them* The co-operation of these colleges Is appreciated,, and it is
hoped that the study will prove of some value to their works
.Senior Junior
Emory and Henry College 
State Teachers'College, Farmville 
H&mpden-Si dmey College 
Hollins College 
Lynchburg College 
Madison College 
Mary Washington College 
State Teachers College, Bedford 
BandoIph-Macon College 
BandoIph-Maeon Woman’s College 
Richmond College, University of Richmond 
Roanoke College 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Washington and Lee University 
William and Mary College
It is regretted that Questionnaires from. Blackstone College, 
Eastern Mennonite School, and Arlington Hall were not received in time 
to be included in the study. It is also regretted that the University 
of Richmond was sent only one Questionnaire, and the matter was not 
called to the attention of the author in sufficient time to furnish a 
Questionnaire to Westhampton College, University of Richmond*
Averett College
Fairfax Hall Junior College
Marion College
Sullins College
Virginia Interment College
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